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Executive Summary 
 
A significant amount of growth is planned in the Greater Cambridge region, both 
employment and housing, which will have to be supported by an already stretched 
transport system.  Now is the time to identify key issues and improvement initiatives 
so that funding from the government and developer contributions can be spent in 
the most beneficial and efficient way.   
 
The Greater Cambridge City Deal, supported by Cambridgeshire County Council, is 
considering transport improvements south of the city and are proposing a range of 
measures focussed around the A1307 corridor between Addenbrookes Hospital and 
Haverhill.  This report summarises the key findings of an independently organised 
consultation workshop and public exhibition which aimed to identify transport issues 
around the wider area south of Cambridge, assess whether the A1307 Corridor Study 
is an appropriate way to spend funding from the Greater Cambridge City Deal and 
identify some potential solutions. 
 
On Monday 11th April 2016 a stakeholder workshop was held in Sawston, involving 
local residents, parish and county councillors, organised by SmithsonHill and 
facilitated by planning, environmental and transport consultants. Presentations were 
given at the beginning to summarise the A1307 Corridor Study and give some context 
of current transport issues and aspirations south of Cambridge. Four workshop 
sessions were then held to identify issues, provide potential solutions and air some 
‘blue-sky thinking’. 
 
Key issues that were identified to do with the A1307 Corridor Study were that it is 
too focused on one corridor when the issues in the area span a wider network of 
transport infrastructure. Other issues in the area include the poor frequency and 
capacity of rail services, the irregularity and poor frequency and speed of bus 
services, insufficient road capacity particularly along the A505 and poor walking and 
cycling infrastructure. 
 
Solutions that emerged in the public transport session considered re-opening old rail 
infrastructure and increasing frequency and capacity on exiting infrastructure, and 
the creation of Park & Ride sites and the network of buses that serve Park & Rides, 
rural areas and the city. Smart ticketing mechanisms and other technology that can 
improve the running of public transport were raised, along with other initiatives to 
encourage people out of their cars and into public transport.  
 
‘Private’ transport was also considered (cars, walking, cycling and equestrian), with 
solutions including using the disused railway for non-vehicular routes and providing 
high quality routes in appropriate places, and infrastructure for traversing barriers 
such as large roads and railways.  Issues regarding cars, speeding and parking 
enforcement were raised which are detrimental to the enjoyment of the other 
private transport modes, and improving connections between A roads and 
motorways was suggested for the better flow of traffic. 
 
The Blue-Sky Thinking session raised ideas about establishing a Cambridge Metro or 
light rail system and more ambitious enterprises for encouraging sustainable travel.   
 
Following the workshops, a public exhibition was held which presented the materials 
that were produced during the day. This gave the chance to those who did not attend 
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the workshops to have their say, agreeing or disagreeing and adding comments to 
what had already been said. There was also a period for further comments to be 
made via email.   
 
Three key themes emerged from this consultation event: 
 
Ambition – sustainable transport should be wider-reaching with joined-up strategies 
rather than piecemeal initiatives.  
 
Behaviour – changing behaviours rather than enforcing existing norms such as 
making cycling more of a priority before providing more capacity on roads. 
Growth – significant growth in the south of Cambridge over the next few decades in 
both housing and jobs will put immense pressure on transport, which needs to be 
addressed and studies re-focused to the whole of this area to ensure the safe, 
efficient and enjoyable movement of people and goods. 
 
A summary diagram of the collated workshop outputs is included overleaf. 
 
Six weeks after the consultation event, a feedback session was held to present the 
draft outputs including a long list of potential projects and objectives.  The public 
were asked to rank their top five short-term and long-term objectives, and top five 
overall priorities as three discrete choices.  In total around 30 people attended each 
of the feedback sessions and around 60 filled in the feedback forms. 
 
The summarised results are set out below. It should be noted that the overall 
priorities are not a direct compound of the short- and long-term objectives. 
 
The top five short-term (1-5 year) objectives are:  

1. Integrated smart ticketing for bus, rail and BRT services 
=2. Improve A505 / A1301 roundabout (McDonald’s roundabout) 
=2. Increase existing bus services and frequencies 
4.  Improve walking, riding and cycling provision at key junctions 
5. New station at Addenbrookes 

 
The top five long-term (5+ year) objectives are: 

1. Reopen rail line to Haverhill 
2. New station new Wellcome Trust Genome Campus – parallel to A11 
3. Cambridge metro / light-rail system 
=4. New Park & Ride at Whittlesford Parkway 
=4. Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Addenbrookes to Saffron 

Walden (along railway) 
 
The top 5 overall priorities are: 

1. Increase capacity of A505 between M11 and A11 (dualling?) 
=2. Improve walking, riding and cycling provision at key junctions 
=2. Make A11 / M11 junction all movements 
=4. Dual/improve existing A1307 from A11 to Haverhill 
=4. Cycle underpass or overpass at McDonalds roundabout 
=4. Whittlesford Parkway upgrade (e.g. step-free access, lift, cycle crossing) 
=4. Cambridge metro / light-rail system 

 
This report will be submitted as part of the formal consultation on the A1307 
Corridor over the summer 2016. 
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1.0  
Introduction 
On Monday 11th April 2016 a consultation workshop and public exhibition were held 
in Sawston Village College with the aim of identifying key transport issues in and 
around the area south of Cambridge and to start to bring forward potential solutions 
in an integrated manner.  This workshop precedes the formal consultation (expected 
in June 2016) of the A1307 Corridor Study which is being funded by the Greater 
Cambridge City Deal and prepared by WSP|Parsons Brinckerhoff on behalf of 
Cambridgeshire County Council to better inform the local communities of what is 
being proposed and to find out whether the proposals are appropriate or whether 
other initiatives should be considered.  A clear message that emerged from the 
consultation was the shared opinion that the tight A1307 corridor should not be 
isolated, but instead the focus should change towards the ‘wedge’ of the M11, A505, 
A11, A1301 and A1307. 
 
This report summarises the outputs of the day with the intention for use by local 
government and residents to inform decisions and spread knowledge of the 
transport issues in the area and how they should be tackled. 
 
The workshop was organised by Emma Fletcher of SmithsonHill, which has an 
interest in developing land at Hinxton as an agri-tech science park. The event was 
facilitated by planning and environmental consultants, Terence O’ Rourke, and 
transport consultants, Alan Baxter.   
 
A significant amount of growth is planned in the Greater Cambridge region, both 
employment and housing, which will have to be supported by an already stretched 
transport system.  Now is the time to identify key issues and improvement initiatives 
so that funding from the government and developer contributions can be spent in 
the most beneficial and efficient way.   
 
In order to do this, joined up thinking is required, which was the impetus to invite 
representatives from the parishes in this region south of Cambridge, endeavouring to 
reach out to as many relevant parties as possible. Representatives from the following 
organisations attended: 

• Sawston Parish Council 

• Hinxton Parish Council 

• Duxford Parish Council 

• Great Chesterford Parish Council 

• Ickleton Parish Council 

• Whittlesford Parish Council 

• Pampisford Village Parish Council 

• Stapleford Parish Council 

• Little Abington Parish Council 

• Madingley Parish Council 
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• Hildersham Parish Council 

• Haverhill Chamber of Commerce Board 

• Cyclists’ Touring Club (now Cycling UK) 

• Cambridge Past, Present, Future 

• Addenbrookes 
 
As well as a good geographical spread, attendees included representatives both from 
local government and residents and with interests and expertise in different areas of 
policy and transport which contributed a wide range of expert knowledge to inform 
ideas and arguments. 
 
After the consultation workshop a public exhibition was held in the same location to 
encourage those that could not attend the day workshop to contribute their ideas.  
The exhibition was advertised through parish councils and via local radio interview on 
BBC Radio Cambridgeshire. Boards were erected with the outputs of the day onto 
which attendees were invited to comment. A two week period was given for invitees 
and the public to submit comments or provide additional information. This is also 
summarised here. 
 
A draft of this report was circulated to all attendees and was available on 
SmithsonHill’s website for comment.  All comments have been incorporated into this 
final version of the report.  A feedback session was also held to present key findings 
and agree priority objectives which are set out in the conclusion.  
 
This report starts with a brief summary of the A1307 Corridor Study work published 
to date.  It then summarises the workshop proceedings and outcomes and collates 
comments and additional information submitted during the exhibition and feedback 
period.  Detailed supporting materials are contained in the appendices. 
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2.0  
A1307 Corridor Study 
The Greater Cambridge City Deal is an initiative to help Greater Cambridge to 
maintain and grow its status as a prosperous economic area. The deal is a tool to 
focus funding in infrastructure, the delivery of homes and employment and a 
platform for decision making between local councils, amongst other things.   
 
Figure 2.1 City Deal Plan1 

 
 
Within the first tranche of funding, certain investment packages have been identified 
for further analysis detailing projects and costs.  One such package is the A1307 
corridor between Cambridge and Haverhill, which has been allocated a budget of 
£39m (no. 4 in Figure 2.2).  This is a main arterial route into Cambridge from the 
south east, linking Haverhill to the city and passes close to the major employment 
sites at Granta Park, the Babraham Research Campus and the Cambridge Biomedical 
Campus. Over the next 15 years this corridor will see major housing and employment 
growth with 8,500 homes and 20,000 new jobs which will add pressure to the 
existing transport network.   

                                                            
1  Source: http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/citydeal/transport 
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Figure 2.2 City Deal Transport Interventions2 

 
 
In January 2016 the appointed contractor, WSP|Parsons Brinkerhoff, published a 
public report which sets out the high level transport improvement concepts which 
have emerged from initial study work undertaken on the A1307 corridor. Three key 
areas were identified as causing most congestion along the A1307, particularly during 
peak hours – at the Cambridge end, around the junction with the A11 and around 
Linton (Figure 2.3).   
 

                                                            
2  Source: http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/citydeal/transport 
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Figure 2.3 A1307 study area and particular congestion points 

 
 
The following objectives were identified to guide the study: 

1. To identify a variety of options which will improve the reliability, safety and 
speed of movement along this corridor, and ultimately reduce the number of 
vehicles driving into the city of Cambridge; 

2. To investigate whether combinations of schemes will provide the greatest 
benefit; 

3. To ensure provision for cyclists and pedestrians is inherent in all proposals (and 
where appropriate, consideration of other non-motorised users, such as 
equestrians); 

4. To generate options capable of maintaining traffic levels at today’s levels in 
Cambridge; 

5. To consider the potential for enhancing the environment, streetscape and air 
quality in this corridor; 

6. To assess the impacts on existing residents and highway capacity for each option; 

7. To identify areas along the corridor, and measures, where safety for all modes of 
travel can be improved; and 

8. To improve the connectivity with surrounding villages and places of employment 
along the corridor. 
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A long list of options was drawn up identifying a broad range of solutions to relieving 
pressure on the transport network. However, the following strategic major concepts 
were discounted due to their cost:benefit ratios being too low. These were: 

• Rail along the disused railway corridor, 

• Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) along the disused railway corridor, and 

• Road improvements like widening and dualing or a bypass of Linton. 
 
A concept shortlist was subsequently distilled, producing 11 concepts within the 
three categories of Park & Ride, Rapid Transit and Cycling & Walking, offering a 
combination of solutions to the problems in the area (Figure 2.4).  
 
In summary, the concept shortlist was: 
 
Park & Ride 

• Concept 1A – Babraham Road Park & Ride Improvements 

• Concept 1B – Proposed A11 Park & Ride 
 
Rapid Transit 

• Concept 2A – Granta Park to Addenbrooke’s Hospital / Cambridge Biomedical 
Campus (off highway) 

• Concept 2B – Granta Park to Addenbrooke’s Hospital/ Cambridge Biomedical 
Campus (on highway) 

• Concept 2C – Linton Bus Prioirty 

• Concept 2D – Babraham Road Park & Ride to Addenbrooke’s Hospital/ Cambridge 
Biomedical Campus (off highway) 

• Concept 2E – Babraham Road Park & Ride to Addenbrooke’s Hospital/ Cambridge 
Biomedical Campus (on highway) 

 
Cycling & Walking 

• Concept 3A – Three Campus Cycling & Walking Route (off highway with link to 
NCN11 near Cambridge) 

• Concept 3B – Three Campus Cycling & Walking Route (on highway)  

• Concept 3C – Haverhill to Three Campus Route (on highway) 

• Concept 3C – Haverhill to Three Campus Route (off highway) 

• All walking and cycling concepts are planned to be segregated. 
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Figure 2.4 A1307 corridor concept shortlist3 

 

                                                            
3  Source: A1307 Haverhill to Cambridge Corridor Draft Concepts Report, WSP|Parsons Brinckerhoff, Jan 2016 
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3.0  
Community Consultation Workshop  
The workshop was structured as a series of introductory presentations, followed by 
four group discussion sessions with the opportunity to feed back to the wider group.  
Invitation, agenda & attendance list are in Appendix 1. 
 

3.1 Introductions 

The workshop began with a series of introductions from the consultants and 
community in part as an exercise to encourage thinking from the attendees around 
issues, proposed solutions and other ideas. 
 
Emma Fletcher, SmithsonHill, welcomed everyone and gave a summary of the 
background and overview of the format of the day.  Edward Leigh, Smarter 
Cambridge (www.smartertransport.uk), gave a brief overview of a vision for an 
integrated transport system for Cambridge and the Sub-Region, together with 
guiding principles for transport initiatives. Trenton Williams from Alan Baxter then 
began the presentations with a summary of the A1307 Corridor Study, as set out in 
section 2.0 above. 
 

 
 
This was followed by a presentation by Jim Chisolm, a resident of 30 years in the local 
villages and a previous employee of the Department for Transport, who advocated 
the need to move people not cars and that the best way to encourage fewer private 
car trips is to provide a viable alternative in walking, cycling and/ or public transport. 
Jim touched on Park & Ride, Park & Cycle and Park & Walk as well as local bus 
services (see full presentation in Appendix 2). 
 
The final introductory presentation was given to the group by Michael Kilpatrick, a 
local resident, advocating the use of the disused railway lines. This provoked a strong 
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reaction to kick-start subsequent discussion in the workshop sessions (see full 
presentation in Appendix 2). 
 
Edward Byam-Cook from Madingley Parish Council spoke ahead of Session 4 on blue-
sky thinking and gave a thought provoking overview of Cambridge Connect’s 
ambitious proposals for a light rail metro system around greater Cambridge (see 
diagrams in Appendix 2). 
 
The following sessions were then discussed in three groups which summarised their 
ideas to the room after the first two and last two sessions. Issues and ideas were 
drawn on maps as well as noted on flip-charts, all of which can be found in 
Appendix 3. The outputs from the groups are combined and summarised below, 
including conflicting opinions, and categorised into different transport modes where 
possible.  
 

3.2 Session 1 – Planning for the Future 

The participants were asked to consider: 

• The objectives and scope of the A1307 Corridor Study – should it consider the 
wider context? 

• Main destinations and movements in the area south of Cambridge 

• Local transport issues to be addressed 

• Aspirations and strategies 

 
Responses 

• A1307 Corridor Study focuses too much on one corridor – should be more of a 
network study between all the villages and employment sites in South 
Cambridgeshire and Cambridge 

• Transport improvements need to meet the needs of everyone not just 
commuters 

• Lots of new employment sites and housing growth in the area need 
interconnections between them, the city centre and key transport nodes 

• Haverhill has plans for 3,500 new homes, with links to new Anglia LEP 

• Engagement with local and county representatives is imperative to understand 
local issues 

• Examples from other cities are good to see what can improve in this area e.g. 
London’s Oyster Cards or Transport for Cambridge 

• There seems to be no planning for the future at the moment – more about catch 
up / coping with current known problems 

• The A505 is a key link to tackle for free-flowing traffic in the area, for example, 
dualling the road from M11 to Abingdon (although the railway bridge by 
Whittlesford Parkway makes this difficult at this point) 

• M11 Junction 9 should be re-designed to allow traffic to flow in both directions 
to/from the M11 at this junction, which would enable a Greater Cambridge ring 
road – A11-M11-A14. But recognised this will be difficult to provide   
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• There is an issue with movement southbound from J9 on M11/A11 for people in 
villages to the south – Duxford, Ickleton, Hinxton & Great Chesterford 

• Due to traffic in the vicinity of the A1307 there is much uncertainty over journey 
times 

• HGVs and commercial vehicles should be moved onto the strategic network to 
reduce congestion and accidents. Sat navs should not direct traffic along small 
village roads. 

• There should be better access to Cambridge from Sawston by bike 

• Need efficient Urban Traffic Control (UTC) – traffic lights can be coordinated to 
reduce congestion and manage accident traffic. City deal money can be used on 
UTC initiatives (not used at the moment, maybe because it cannot be showcased 
as easily as a new cycle path, for example) 

• Should protect special views, Magogs, Roman Road, Linton, Abington and 
Chesterford 

• A series of well-connected hubs would be helpful – perhaps with an express bus 
service for the last section of journey into Cambridge. Need to avoid improving 
just one hub site – as that will become overloaded. 

• A number of hubs would help to spread the load. Linton, Saffron Walden and 
Fulbourne were suggested as possible locations for hubs. 

• The people who travel to Whittlesford Railway Station to get a train to London 
probably come from a wide area. 

• Communication with the Highways Authority will be important. 

• Problems with A505 junction with M11 north of Duxford (queuing to leave the 
motorway?). 

• The City Deal is never going to fund infrastructure outside of Cambridge, 
however, funding is needed for long-term projects not just to address immediate 
issues. City Deal should be persuaded to look at the long term case and 
undertake appropriate studies to support it. 

• Cambridge University is planning some major development projects to the west 
of Cambridge (near M11 / Madingley) over the next 20 years. These projects 
(which do not include residential development) will generate an associated 
significant increase in job generation. The University is assuming that 60% of new 
employees will walk / cycle to work – this may a gross over-estimate! The 
University need to be putting forward a transport solution and funding to go with 
the proposed developments. 

• The Genome site includes housing for some of their workforce on site. 
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3.3 Session 2 – Improving Public Transport 

The participants were asked to consider: 

• Rail links and stations 

• Bus routes and principles 

• Interchange hubs 

• Park & Ride 

• Smart technology 
 
Responses 

Rail 

• Disused railway won’t necessarily solve problems if turned into bus way/cycle as 
it does not follow the correct route – it is not needed and the focus should be on 
roads 

• Disused railway could be used for leisure cycling or walking route or re-opened as 
a railway, it provides good links between villages, sports grounds, new 
development, business parks etc. 

• Addenbrooks Hospital railway station provision is at least 10 years away (existing 
issues with trains backing up on the line / congestion to south. Two solutions are 
being considered: 1) provide separate track / loop, or 2) provide additional tracks 
so trains can pass)  

• Addenbrookes Station – an interim station is viable before 4-tracking, then it can 
be upgraded when 4 tracks come in 

• New railway line / station on A11 within Genome / Hinxton sites (continuing 
north between Sawston and Babraham). Perhaps safeguard as a cycle route in 
the short term 

• Attendees were very enthusiastic about the Cambridge Light Rail idea proposed 
by Cambridge Connect (CC). CC is going to look at how their initial proposals 
could be extended southwards to serve the local communities in this area 

 
Buses 

• Buses need to be more regular and frequent.  

• The cost of bus tickets is also considered to be an issue. Stagecoach is not 
interested in allowing the currently existing lower cost ticket to cover a wider 
area (i.e. further out of Cambridge). Ideally there would be one ticket cost for all 
with some funding to help subsidise the cost. It was stated that we are at least 
two years away from a wave and pay / contactless payment with bank card 
system. In the future the ideal would be a travel card system similar to that in use 
in London (Oyster Card) 

• Could buses be subsidised e.g. though council tax? Could employment buses 
associated with business parks also be used by the public?  

• Buses should be more attractive – provide WiFi, coffee, express service at peak 
times – the latter was considered to definitely make a difference 
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• The cost of providing additional drivers is an issue (not the provision of extra 
buses) 

• Express buses and village stopping buses need to be balanced and follow the 
right routes 

• The existing science parks provide / fund bus services for staff which are used 
principally during peak hours. These buses are not currently available for local 
people. Emma Fletcher has approached the science parks regarding the 
possibility of offering the bus services to local people and initial feedback has 
been positive 

• If everybody [all Parishes] contributes £200 towards bus services, what size pot 
does that generate and how could it be spent? 

• Need to take the opportunity to safeguard the bus route south of the 
Addenbrookes Hospital site from A1307 (double decker buses can’t get under the 
Guided Busway bridges) 

• Bus / cycle routes / links serving the wider area will be important. A hub site at 
Linton would be very good and will assist traffic flows in the wider area 

 
BRT 

• Bus Rapid Transit – may not necessarily need BRT segregated from carriageway if 
roads become less congested 

 
Park & Ride 

• P&R possibilities of places around Foxton/ Shepreth/ Whittlesford/ Four Went 
Ways? General idea that they should be further out of Cambridge 

• Expanding park and ride facilities on the immediate outskirts of Cambridge is 
short sighted, they need to be located further out than Trumpington 

• Where should a public transport hub go? It should link to a railway station other 
than Whittlesford Parkway Station 

• School transport – mini buses from P&Rs, schools should be made to feel their 
responsibility over transport issues in their area 

• P&R sites should move further out of the city and perhaps existing sites such as 
Babraham P&R should change to Park & Cycle/Walk or Trumpington P&R be 
developed – could also become transport hubs offering cycle hire, rail 
interchange, taxis etc. as well as shops, cafes, provide nice public space and good 
public realm design 

• It was suggested that a park and ride only route be provided along the A1307 

• A park and ride at Four Went Ways is desirable 
 
Smart Technology 

• Should have smart ticketing such as Oyster Cards in London or bus tickets which 
are valid for one hour allowing interchange between buses – makes public 
transport more affordable and easier to use 
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• Urban Traffic Control (UTC) – need to use city deal money for resources and 
training in UTC rather than just more obvious/tangible schemes such as laying 
roads 

 
General 

• Could council tax fee subsidise transport? 

• What is the incentive not to use a car? It would be good to see more data about 
need, people’s movements, new development etc. 

• Short term measures are good to get going such as short stretches of bus lane in 
highway boundary and cycleways 

• There should be new initiatives in workplaces to encourage sustainable travel 

• Reverse commute (from Cambridge City out to the surrounding areas) and longer 
‘peak’ periods need to be considered in public transport timetabling 

• Key problems arise at commuter times. It was suggested that companies could 
consider changing their work times in order to avoid peaks on the network, but 
acknowledged that this would be difficult to implement because of knock-on 
effects 

• There is a need to get more people out of their cars 
 

3.4 Session 3 – Improving Private Transport 

The participants were asked to consider: 

• Walking routes 

• Cycling principles and routes 

• Bridleways 

• Road constraints and issues 

• Parking controls 

• Public realm and place-making 
 
Responses 

Walking, Cycling & Bridleways 

• Foot/cycle/equestrian path along disused rail line will link into a number of 
destinations both for leisure and commuting – football ground, new housing, 
business parks, between villages 

• Using the disused railway won’t necessarily be straight forward – some bits are 
built on, sections are in different ownership, bridge sections would need 
repair/expensive new infrastructure/ the path diverted around 

• Advisory cycle lanes are a good way to reduce speeds as it reduces the 
carriageway width for cars which naturally makes them slow down – roads with 
wide verges are good candidates for this 

• Leisure cycling is a step towards utility/commuter cycling and should be better 
catered for and encouraged 
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• Currently no step-free access over the railway at Whittlesford Parkway to get 
bikes across/ disabled access 

• Poor quality pavements make walking and cycling unappealing – what are the 
minimum standards of maintenance? Not a priority of parish councils?  

• More active travel (i.e. walking, cycling and horse riding) improves quality of life 

• Poor pedestrian/ cycle connections from Cambridge to leisure destinations such 
as Wandlebury Country Park 

• Would a cycle route be best along A1301 Sawston bypass or along the railway 
line?  

• Permeability is poor due to land ownership issues for access; councils have little 
power over this. There are good examples from Germany and California where 
there is a greater emphasis on permissive paths.  

• Continuous, pleasant cycle routes need to be created, with good public realm 
design. It needs to be “nice”. 

• Infrastructure such as bridges should be futureproofed to allow walking and 
cycling under/over  

• There is a special surface on Haverhill Road for Bridleway/cycleway/footpath – 
this is poorly maintained  

• Connectivity – make sure routes go to where they are supposed to i.e. biomedical 
campus not hospital 

• Routes suggested connecting Babraham and Granta Park, Great Shelford to 
Trumpington segregated route, widen Genome path to Addenbrookes to 
improve the existing route 

• There should be better road crossings for pedestrians and cyclists 

• Walk/cycle design principles – currently purely engineering about just cutting the 
route, but design is important  

 Lighting – such as Solar Light 

 Shouldn’t have advertising 

 Community route champions could oversee design and maintenance 

 Landscaping integral rather than second thought 

• “Back routes” for cycling and equestrian away from main roads should be created 

• People’s perception of time and distance can put them off walking and cycling 

• A1307, A1301 and A505 difficult to cross as cyclist and pedestrian 

• Cyclists / pedestrians currently have to cross the A505 from Duxford to get to 
Whitlesford Parkway Railway Station. Ideally funding is needed in order to 
provide an access under the road, at platform level. This will also have the 
advantage of getting pupils from Whittlesford to Duxford safely 

• A lift for bikes onto Whittlesford Parkway Station would be helpful 

• Cycle paths in the area are not currently joined up. It would be good to link these 
more effectively and provide better publicity on cycle routes. Junctions are often 
a key problem for cyclists using the currently available cycle routes (safety issues) 
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• Cycle / pedestrian links are needed between Little Chesterford / Great 
Chesterford and Hinxton. Possibly a link under the A11, currently a service route 
next to Wellcome Trust’s land 

• As part of the Wellcome plan there should be a push for a cycle link across the 
site from north to south 

• A cycle / bus link from Great Abington to Great Shelford that connects to the 
existing railway station at Great Shelford then continues towards Cambridge 
parallel to the existing train line would be good 

 
Car 

• Enforcement of speed limits – is there political will? Speeding on minor roads is 
more of an issue than on major as makes walking and cycling on minor roads 
difficult – keeping speed limits down enhance leisure uses. Speeding is a 
particular issue on straight roads  

• Suggestion of 50mph on all roads and 40mph on roads without a centre line 

• Whittlesford Parkway Railway Station has approximately 400 – 500 car parking 
spaces. Ideally need to increase parking provision (perhaps move the station 
further north) 

• Great Chesterford Railway Station - fly car parking occurs on the main road. 
There is nowhere obvious to put a car park 

• Lots of bottlenecks need attention: e.g. Linton A1307, Gogs to City, Four Went 
Ways, McDonald’s Roundabout, junction near Wellcome Trust, junctions around 
Addenbrookes 

• There are a lot of rat runs in the villages between 7:30-9:30am and 4:30-6:30pm 

• Parking controls – development near Trumpington enforces parking only in 
marked bays rather than yellow lines everywhere – this is a good model. 
Residential permit system scans number plates rather than needing tickets. 
However, parking within 10m of junctions is dangerous for cars and cyclists due 
to visibility and should be yellow lined 

• Need for Local Authority parking enforcement (currently only in the City) 

• Haverhill – there needs to be a new road to connect to the strategic network  

• J9 of the M11 should be a central government issue 

• Inbound flow control – hold traffic back on the edge of Cambridge 

• Some widening required of A11. 

• Triangular flow (from M11 –> A11 –> A505). 

• Roundabout along A11 - on Hinxton site boundary? 

• “Ultrapods” at the science parks – high tech solution that the science parks 
would probably embrace. 

 
General 

• Local engagement – community, green stewards  

• Community do some of the work 
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• The highest level strategic links on the network need to be joined up, which will 
help avoid directing traffic into Cambridge and exacerbating hold ups 

• The roundabout / new road near Trumpington should be reconsidered 
 

3.5 Session 4 – Blue-Sky Thinking 

The participants were asked to express any ‘wild ideas’ or ‘blue sky thoughts’ for any 
plans that had not yet been covered or anything they thought needed re-iterating as 
a key priority. 
 
Responses 

• Workplace parking charges for business parks outside of Cambridge/ benefits for 
walking and cycling and use of public transport 

• Cambridge metro  from Audley End to Ely 

• Sustainable patient travel to Addenbrookes – not just focusing on their 
employees – more info should be given on Public Transport in appointment 
letters rather than just the on-site car parking 

• There should be restrictions on HGVs using certain stretches of road 

• Need to consider more rail links 
 
A summary diagram is included in Appendix 4 which reflects the consolidated 
annotations from the workshop group sessions. 
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4.0  
Consultation Exhibition 
4.1 Exhibition Materials 

After the workshop sessions a public exhibition was held from 4-8pm presenting all 
the materials which had accumulated through the day. Consolidated versions of 
maps and responses from the workshops were pinned up on boards with post-it 
notes and stickers provided for additional comments to be made. More formal 
feedback forms were also available for longer comments.  
 
Photos of the exhibition panels are included in Appendix 5. 
 

  
 

4.2 Exhibition Responses 

Below is a summary of all comments made at the exhibition and in the feedback 
forms. 
 
Post-it notes 

• P&R should be FREE. Charging has reduced usage 

• P&R to east of Linton – bus and P&R to be cheaper 

• Linton – could there be a P&R near Bartlow Road/A1307? 

• Rail for congestion free journeys to Cambridge 

• Only public transport to get people out of cars RAIL!! Proven FACT 

• Road from Haverhill (west) to M11 to take traffic (especially HGV) from their 
developments and also from Saffron Walden developments 

• Smaller buses through village to link to main rail/bus routes 
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• Buses should be FREE between certain hours! 

• Bus links Linton to Sawston for GP surgery? Bus link to Saffron Walden for market 
etc? 

• Think big! Go for a metro system  

• Think of older people and children who have no cars and need to get to services 
and fun 

 

 
 
Feedback Forms 

• The A1307 study places rail station at the ‘other’ end of Haverhill to Cambridge 
[i.e. to the east of Haverhill] and shows that it is very expensive to track the 
railway through Haverhill. The residents also would not want this and therefore it 
is suggested that the station be located to the west of Haverhill, where there is 
also enough land for parking. [Haverhill resident and representative of Rail 
Haverhill] 

• Without looking to significant road improvement throughout the south of 
Cambridge area, rail is the obvious answer to transport integration. Improved 
facilities on the already established infrastructure, including of course a new 
station at Addenbrookes. A new rail link to the east linking Addenbrookes/ 
Babraham Research Campus/ Granta Park then heading toward the rapidly 
expanding town of Haverhill and on to Sudbury and Colchester giving a through 
strategic rail route and an obvious add on to the coming East/West Rail 
(Cambridge/Oxford link). This would offer two way commuting route out of and 
into Cambridge, whether it be from London, Hertfordshire or commuters to the 
north and east. Buses will not get significant numbers of commuters and general 
travellers out of their cars!! [Haverhill resident] 
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• Two key messages: 

 Safe, segregated, direct cycle routes WITHIN villages – these are useful 
for all ages and for a huge variety of users (children going to school, 
mobility scooter users, cyclists…). Our villages need to be friendly, 
welcoming places to shop and live – cycle routes do this.  

 Safe, segregated, direct cycle routes TO the parks. Living in village and 
working in techno park is fantastic and brings superior quality of life for 
all 

[Sawston resident and representative of Sawston Scene] 

 

4.3 Additional Comments 

As well as holding an exhibition, comments were invited by email to SmithsonHill 
over a two-week period. Those received are summarised below. 
 

• Safeguard a 20m strip of land to the side of the disused railway line within the 
Wellcome Trust/ SmithsonHill land to future-proof the use of the disused railway 
line in the future 

• Could a M11 south to A11 north link be achieved in technical terms – there was 
mention of 1km gap requirement between a junction on one of the workshop 
tables 

• Reinstatement of the (heavy) rail link has been a long term goal of the 
‘Cambridge to Colchester Rail Project’, under the tag line ‘RailHaverhill’. A 
'Reconnect Haverhill to Cambridge by Rail' On-Line and Leafleted petition is being 
promoted with 'RailFuture'. The benefits of a new through Mid Anglia-main line 
rail route (in conjunction with the completion of 'East West Rail') linking 
Cambridge (West Anglia) and Colchester (Great Eastern) could not only offer the 
region, but the country as a whole (see full report in Appendix 6). 

• A Saffron Walden to Cambridge Foot and Cycle Path, linking all communities in 
between, has been planned with all town district and country councils along the 
route, which now just needs funding other than from Wellcome Trust who have 
agreed to fund half of the path from their park to Chesterford Station. There is a 
stress on key infrastructure junctions and the benefits including well-being, 
health, budget saving for NHS and tourism etc. (see documents in Appendix 6).  

• The strategic need was stressed for Haverhill to get a fit-for-purpose major road 
link into the major road system to support industry and a growing population 
over the next 15 years. There is a major priority to get goods in and out of 
Haverhill onto the major roads around Cambridge, rather than into Cambridge 
City. There is without doubt a commuter element to this, but we know that the 
business case for a new A1307 does not stack up on commuter traffic, alone.  The 
Haverhill Chamber is pushing for more data on the value of the industrial and 
commercial needs of the area to press this case.  
 
There will be concerns from the villages such as Linton. They want reassurances 
that the road will not infill the village. Could there be a route away from Linton 
and Horseheath, either further to the north or south? Engaging with these 
villages would be a good place to start. 
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• HGV parking - There are lots of places in the area where HGVs stop overnight at 
inappropriate locations. Not only does that lead to rubbish, but such 
vehicle/trailer contents are vulnerable to theft. An idea has been floated that 
Duxford Imperial War Museum could use their car park as secure overnight HGV 
parking. They could charge, and extra shifts at the cafe could bring in extra 
money. Technology and ANPR technology would reduce admin for UK vehicles. 
However, there are two questions - Would their status ban them from 
undertaking such a money making venture? And is the car park construction 
robust enough to take HGVs? 

• Railfuture - Increase frequency of trains e.g from Royston to 4 trains per hour 
giving a capacity of 6,000 passengers. Note that one of these trains can carry 
more than the whole hourly capacity of the Guided Bus Way of 12 buses into 
Cambridge.  

To achieve this, the following City Deal interventions are required: 

Tranche 1: work hard with train operators to get Cambridge bound commuters 
into these trains. Establish a joint working party to do so. Study enhancements to 
Park and Ride sites where the railway intersects major roads and fund an initial 
set of Park and Ride enhancements. Help fund business case for Cambridge South 
(Addenbrooke's) station. 

Note that the planned building in the near future of a new station at 
Addenbrooke's will magnify the benefits of every local rail enhancement. 

Tranche 2: fund further Park and Ride and Park and Ride enhancements. 

Increase length of trains 

Another idea is to introduce rail smart cards. City Deal interventions would 
commit to work with and rail and bus operators to ensure the introduction of a 
Greater Cambridge multimodal Smartcard covering journeys, Park and Ride for 
bus and rail and for cycle hire from public transport hubs. 

Walking routes to stations should also be prioritised in City Deal funding 

They ask for "Development of a Cambridge regional transport plan with the key 
infrastructure agencies – Highways England and Network Rail – that reflects local 
priorities" with the following specific rail projects: 

- Build a new railway station at the Addenbrooke's Biomedical Campus 

- Link more affordable housing to jobs via better train services beyond Greater 
Cambridge, including to north Cambridgeshire and into Norfolk and West Suffolk, 
and feeder towns such as Ely, Thetford, Haverhill, Newmarket and Bury St 
Edmunds 

- Connectivity from Cambridge to London Liverpool Street should be improved 

• Bridleways - The improved transport infrastructure is only required because of 
the increase in the number of residents coming to South Cambridgeshire.  These 
residents will need not only improved access to their place of employment but 
they will also need improved access for leisure, recreation, sport and health 
activities.  The new residents will include horse riders.  Provision of bridleways 
meets the needs of all non-motorised users.  The Cambridgeshire Rights of Way 
Improvement Plan notes that the bridleway network is inadequate and 
fragmented.  Inclusion of bridleways linking to the existing Right of Way network 
should therefore form part of any new transport system.   
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From the commercial point of view, the equestrian industry contributes to the 
rural economy in many ways – liveries, vets, farriers, feed merchants, instructors, 
venues etc. etc.  The health benefits or horse riding is also well documented.  
Recent research has highlighted the damaging effect of pollution from vehicles 
on cyclists and pedestrians – this also affects horse riders.  Therefore there is 
good reason for non-motorised users to have access to green corridors away 
from traffic rather than routes adjacent to roads. 

 

4.4 Feedback Session 

A feedback session took place on Wednesday 25th May 2016 in Sawston Village 
College, during which Emma Fletcher and Trenton Williams presented to the public 
the outputs of the workshop and public exhibition and disused how these ideas 
would filter through to the city deal.   
 
A long list of potential projects and objectives that arose from the initial workshop 
and exhibition was presented.  The public were asked to rank their top five short-
term objectives (1-5 year), top five long-term objectives (5+ year) and top five overall 
priorities as three discrete choices on a feedback form (see presentation, objectives 
form and results in Appendix 6).  In total around 30 people attended each of the 
feedback sessions and, after a period of two weeks up until 10th June 2016 was given 
to receive responses, around 60 filled in the priorities forms. The results are 
summarised in the following section.  
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5.0  
Summary 
As well as detailed information about what local councillors, residents and other 
interested parties believe are issues and potential solutions regarding transport in 
the sub-region, three key suggestions can be distilled from the workshops and public 
exhibition responses. These are listed below.   
 
1. Ambition 

A greater ambition for sustainable public transport came through strongly, 
suggesting wider-reaching, joined-up strategies rather than piecemeal initiatives 
within each Parish or along isolated corridors. By bringing the Parishes together, 
shared problems emerged and shared solutions were discussed. New technologies in 
ticketing and Urban Traffic Control were advocated to support multi-modal travel. It 
was stressed that services should be high-quality, frequent and sensibly planned to 
go through and/or to the places that people want to go to. For example, an express 
service is required to access the city centre from the peripheries quickly and directly, 
whilst a rural service should connect the towns, villages, employment sites and 
transport hubs south of Cambridge as well as the interconnection between the 
express services, with smart ticketing making interchange easy and affordable. A case 
was also made for the need for more ambitious infrastructural solutions such as 
new/improved rail connections and a metro system for the city region.   
 
2. Behaviour 

Strategies need to be more ambitious about changing behaviours rather than 
enforcing existing norms.  Providing more capacity on roads simply encourages more 
trips to be made by private cars, as well as providing traditional Park & Rides 
attracting people to drive to these sites.  Steps should be taken to encourage more 
people to cycle, for example, by creating continuous, safe, and enjoyable cycle routes 
between destinations in the area south of Cambridge and into the city centre. By 
providing more leisure routes for cyclists a modal shift to utility cycling would be 
encouraged too. Providing convenient and frequent local bus services will make it 
more attractive to use the bus rather than to drive. Affordability is also a key aspect 
of public transport to tackle particularly for families travelling together.  
 
3. Growth  

It was identified that there is likely to be significant growth to the south of Cambridge 
over the next few decades in the form of new housing developments and 
new/expanding business and science parks. Public transport to and around this area 
is currently poor leading to a reliance on the car which exacerbates congestion. This 
needs to be addressed, altering the focus on the corridor study between Cambridge 
City and Haverhill to a network study between the rural areas of South 
Cambridgeshire as well as the city. For example, rather than just Park & Rides taking 
people in and out of the city by bus, these locations should evolve into hubs 
incorporating walking, cycling, local stopping bus services as well as express services, 
and an emphasis on services to the business parks and schools in the area.  
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The key message from this consultation is that the narrow corridor-based approach is 
the wrong way—there needs to be a more integrated methodology. In short, there is 
no simple ‘win’; a suite of incentives is needed. There was a real desire to look at 
existing infrastructure first and making it more efficient, such as safeguarding rail 
routes for possible rail extensions which could be used in the short-term for cyclists/ 
pedestrians and equestrians. An integrated, evolving, long-term plan is needed to 
keep up with growth and to future proof the area.  
 
The results of the public’s vote of the top five short-term and long-term objectives 
and overall transport priorities reflect the above summary.  Of the 60 responses, the 
most frequently listed items are presented below. It should be noted that the overall 
priorities are not a direct compound of the short- and long-term objectives. 
 
The top five short-term (1-5 year) objectives are:  

1. Integrated smart ticketing for bus, rail and BRT services 
=2. Improve A505 / A1301 roundabout (McDonalds roundabout) 
=2. Increase existing bus services and frequencies 
4. Improve walking, riding and cycling provision at key junctions 
5. New station at Addenbrookes 

 
The top five long-term (5+ year) objectives are: 

1. Reopen rail line to Haverhill 
2. New station new Wellcome Trust Genome Campus – parallel to A11 
3. Cambridge metro / light-rail system 
=4. New Park & Ride at Whittlesford Parkway 
=4. Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Addenbrookes to Saffron 

Walden (along railway) 
 
The top 5 overall priorities are: 

1. Increase capacity of A505 between M11 and A11 (dualling?) 
=2. Improve walking, riding and cycling provision at key junctions 
=2. Make A11 / M11 junction all movements 
=4. Dual/improve existing A1307 from A11 to Haverhill 
=4. Cycle underpass or overpass at McDonalds roundabout 
=4. Whittlesford Parkway upgrade (e.g. step-free access, lift, cycle crossing) 
=4. Cambridge metro / light-rail system 

 
 
Next Steps 

This report will be submitted as part of the formal consultation on the A1307 
Corridor over the summer 2016. 
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Appendix 1 
 

Workshop Invitation,  
Agenda & Attendance 

 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Office 4, Solopark House 

Station Road, Pampisford 

Cambridge, CB22 3HB 

01223 839 424 

SmithsonHill.co.uk 

 

2015 SmithsonHill Ltd · Company no. 07138848 · VAT no. 142 6144 35 

Registered address: Lake House, Market Hill, Royston, Herts, SG8 9JN 

 

Monday 11th April Meeting  

Transport issues around A1301 and A1307 

Walnut Gallery - Sawston Village College 

New Road, Sawston, Cambridge, CB22 3BP 
10:00am – 2:30pm 

Public Session 4:00-8:00pm 

 

On arrival, please go to the school reception where they will issue you with a 

pass. If there are any issues please call Faye Holland on 07860 863036 

 

Agenda 

 
1000 Arrival and refreshments  

1015 Introduction  

1030 Overview of the A1307 Haverhill to Cambridge Corridor Draft Concepts 

Report  

1100 Workshop 1 - “Planning for the future”  

1145 Workshop 2 - “Improving Public Transport”  

1230 Lunch  

1300 Workshop 3 – “Improving private transport”  

1345 Workshop 4 – “Elevator pitch / open discussion”  

1415 Final remarks 

1430 End of workshop 



An Integrated Transport System for the South of Cambridge: 

Community Consultation Attendee List

Sawston Village College, 11th April 2016

Name Organisation

Emma Fletcher SmithsonHill

Faye Holland SmithsonHill

Trenton Williams Alan Baxter

Isobel Knapp Alan Baxter

Nick Guildford Terence O'Rourke

Hayley Davis Terence O'Rourke

Emma Robinson Terence O'Rourke

Colin Day Chesterfords Parish Council

Richard Jones Hinxton Parish Council

Steve Trudgill Hinxton Parish Council

Terry Sadler Ickleton Parish Council Chairman

Lewis Duke Ickleton Parish Council Deputy Chair

Ken Winterbottom Whittlesford Parish Council

Aureole Wragg Pampisford Village Parish Council

Rupert Goodings CTC

William Neil Reid Sawston Parish Council

Peter Bruning Little Abington Parish Council

Edward Byam-Cook Madingley Parish Council

Nigel Pett Chairman Stapleford Parish Council

Stacey Weiser Cambridge Past, Present, Future

Nigel Brigham Addenbrookes

Jim Chisholm Cambridge Cycle Champion

Edward Leigh Smarter Cambridge Transport

John Mayhew Haverhill Chamber of Commerce Board

Michael Kilpatrick Whittlesford Residnet

Sam Davies Queen Ediths Residents Association

Richard Jones Hinxton Parish Council

Sally Smith

Tony Orgee South Cambrdigeshire District Council/ County Council

Wendy Blythe Smarter Cambridge Transport

Mick Martin South Cambridgeshire District Council

Jean Kelly Hildesham County Council 

Colin Day Great Chesterford

4-8pm

Peter Topping South Cambrdigeshire District Council/ County Council

Lynda Warth BHS/ equestrian reqs

Brian Milnes Sawston Lib Dem candidate/ Sawston Parish Council

Tim Stone

9 other residents
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Appendix 2 
 

Introductory Presentations 
 

  



 
An Integrated Transport System  

for the South of Cambridge 
including villages, parks, and routes  

in and out of the city / region 
 

 
Community Consultation Workshop 

Monday, 11 April 2016 

These are the corridor 
options developed for 

 

Source: Greater Cambridge City Deal 

Source: Greater Cambridge City Deal 

 
 

 

 

REPORT N
O
 70012014-003 

A1307 HAVERHILL TO 
CAMBRIDGE CORRIDOR 
DRAFT CONCEPTS REPORT 

 

PUBLIC JANUARY 2016 

Source: Greater Cambridge City Deal 



Source:,A1307 Haverhill to Cambridge Corridor, Draft Rail Viability Technical Note, January 2016 (WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff) Source:,A1307 Haverhill to Cambridge Corridor, Draft Rail Viability Technical Note, January 2016 (WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff) 

1Cambridge North station 
(under construction)

Cambridge station (existing)

Addenbrook station 
(proposed separate scheme)

Shelford station 
(existing)

Granta
Park 
station

Former alignment now interrupted 
by commercial building. Former 
station now in commercial use. 
Potential realignment to avoid 
these, shown indicatively.

Former routes, beyond 
the scope of this study

Former Bartlow Saffron Walden Audley End route

Former alignment now part of 
industrial estate. Potential 
realignment shown indicatively.

Former alignment now interrupted 
by A505, A11 and development. 
Potential alternative new alignments 
shown indicatively.

Former alignment through Haverhill 
now a combination of washland, 
residential and Local Nature 
Reserve. Potential realignment to 
reduce impacts, and/or reach some 
options for a Haverhill Gateway 
terminus, is shown indicatively. 

Sawston & Babraham
station (options)

Linton station 
(options)

Former alignment bisects Bartlow
Hills tumuli (ancient monument). 
Former station now a private 
residence. Potential alternative new 
alignments are shown indicatively.

Haverhill Town Centre 
station (options)

Haverhill Gateway station (options) 
(station may be omitted if line 
reopens to town centre)

Site of former Barlow station 
(not proposed for re-opening)

Site of former Pampisford station 
(not proposed for re-opening) 

LEGEND

Former railway core section for potential re-
opening under this study

Former railway option for potential re-
opening

Other former routes outside scope of this 
study

Potential realignment (shown indicatively 
only)

Station options

Former station, assumed not to reopen

Base map  Crown copyright and database 
right 2015 Ordnance Survey 100023205

Strategic Major Concepts Discounted 

Rail along the disused railway corridor 

 

BRT along the disused railway corridor 

 

Road improvements like widening, 
dualing or a bypass of Linton 

Concept Short List 

Source:,A1307 Haverhill to Cambridge Corridor, Draft Concepts Report, January 2016 (WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff) 

And now for some  
other observations  

 

This is the structure for 
 

Four workshop discussions 
 
1. Planning for the future 
2. Improving public transport 
3. Improving private transport 
4. Open discussion 



1. Planning for the future 

Things to consider: 

The objectives and scope of  
the A1307 Corridor Study 

Main destinations and movements 
in the area south of Cambridge 

Local transport issues to be 
addressed 

Aspirations and strategies 

2. Improving public transport 

Things to consider: 

Rail links and stations 

Bus routes and principles 

Interchange hubs 

Park & Ride 

Smart technology 

 

3. Improving private transport 

Things to consider: 

Walking routes 

Cycling principles and routes 

Bridleways 

Road constraints and issues 

Parking controls 

Public realm and place-making 

4. Open discussion 

Things to consider: 

Elevator pitch of blue sky thoughts 

Future-proofing 

Key priorities 



City Dealing unfair? 

Jim Chisholm 

{I’ll give you some things to question, 
and hopefully answer some} 

Who am I? 

• Lived in a local village for 30 years 
• Cycled to work in Cambridge virtually every day 

until I retired 
• Formerly worked for a research arm of DfT 
• Lifelong interest in transport and safety 
• Member of Cambridge Cycling Campaign since 

formation, and active within ‘Smarter Cambridge 
Transport’  
– but here I speak as an individual, rather than a 

representative of either of the above.  

Cambridge needs more Capacity 
• We need to move people not cars! 
– current ‘bus lane’ proposals risk increasing capacity for 

cars 
– any restrictions on the radials, must not simply ‘encourage’ 

car use within Cambridge 

• You don’t need to FORCE people out of cars, just 
provide a viable alternative: 
– buses: that are frequent and reliable 
– cycle routes: that are pleasant and uninterrupted 
– trains: that have stations where people need them!  

• We cannot halt the growth of jobs and population 
• Move to a more ‘European’ model? 

• Treat the disease not just the symptoms 
 

Talking of Disease… 
• We are surrounded by places researching into Health 
•  Yet: 

– are ‘Car Sick’ & ‘Driven to destruction’ investigated? 

• Walking, Cycling & Public Transport are easy ways to 
incorporate our required activity into a daily regime 
– 80% of typical weight gain in past 60 years is not due to 

change in diet but reduction in activity 

• WHO says (April 7): 
– “inactivity is a major cause of type 2 diabetes, a disease 

that could bankrupt national health systems…active 
transport policies can ensure that walking, cycling and 
other forms of non-motorised transport are accessible and 
safe for all” 

• City Deal funding cannot include health benefits 

Park and Ride(1) 

• Best thing since sliced bread! 

• It actually generates MORE vehicle miles 

• Increases traffic and queues on radial routes 

• Tarmacs over green space on Cambridge fringes  

• It abstracts  journeys from unsubsidised service 
buses 
– reducing their economic viability 

– hence further disadvantaging those without access to 
a car 

Park and Ride(2) 

• We can’t all cycle or walk to a bus stop 

• Opportunities for ‘hubs’ with parking, some 10+km out 
(Four Wentways, Cambourne, Foxton, Whittlesford, Six 
Mile Bottom, etc) 
– served by rail or limited stop service bus 

– cycle routes and community bus from local villages to hub 

• Limited stop buses can also serve ‘out of town’ 
employment and villages on the route 
– reduces or removes the need for ‘works’ buses 

– and improves commercial viability of such public buses 

 

 

 

Park and Cycle? 

• Who would/should use it? 

• We could build at least 4 km of high quality 
cycle route for the cost of a 100 space car park 
– that would connect Haslingfield or 

Barton/Comberton to existing good quality 
routes? 

• We need to improve cycling for those without 
access to a car! 
– County provides financial  support for 16+ 

students who ‘trade in’ a bus pass, then and cycle. 

 

Park and Walk….. 

• Too much free commuter parking on 
residential roads? 

– makes life unpleasant for walking and cycling 

– contributes to congestion on radial routes 

• 100 cars makes a queue one kilometre long! 

– relatively high churn rate of users 

– introduce restrictions near junctions and on cycle 
routes 

• in advance of any wider controls  



Inbound flow control 

• Not a congestion charge 
– but current delays cost us all 

• Ramp metering works well on M’ways 
– laminar or turbulent flow? 

• Stack cars where space available 
– and a bus bypass can easily be made 
– buses then merge with smooth flow of traffic on 

remaining sections of radial road 
– should not increase delays for existing car traffic 

• Does need a good quality UTC system 
– some towns have had such systems for decades 

 
 

A1307/A1301 

• City Deal treats corridors in isolation 
– needs  joined up thinking 

– and to consider probable long term changes 

– but small quick win changes should trigger modal 
shift 

• Low hanging fruit on both routes 
– short stretches of bus lane within highway 

boundary 

– pleasant cycle routes that avoid hills and main 
roads 

Cycling 

• Travel for Work data for Addenbrooke’s 
– 33% cycle to work with 50% of those cycling for more than 

20 mins (7km?) 

• But AbCam ‘Travel Plan’ for CBC phase 2 says: 
– 5km is max. for average cyclist (but some will cycle 

further…) 

• Cycle routes: 
– should be pleasant & direct 
– then people will use them 
– even to cycle further than the average... 
– utter reliability makes cycling quicker than driving? 

• Unfortunately those cycle routes alongside busy main roads are 
virtually unusable in the dark, & unpleasant  for the inexperienced 
or for leisure cycling 

Suggested cycle-route extensions (8 km) 

Buses (1) 
• More buses, more efficiency 
• More cars, less efficiency! 
• Current service buses discourage use! 

– Need to be frequent and reliable 
– No 7 currently indirect and slow 

• Although with good W/E and evening service 

• Integrate ‘works’ and service buses (& school services?) 
– Technology to reduce dwell times 

• Buses need to be competitive with: 
–  P&R 
– Cars 
– Walking! 

Buses (2) 

• Citi & Countri… services 
– respective flat fares (cashless?) reduce delays 

• Countri ‘Express’ (or just faster )services 
– limited stops within City 

– improved, more direct ‘7’ & ’13’ 

– supplemented by a public ‘circular’ service for 
business/science/P&R sites to Cambridge 

– turn up and go in peaks? 

– and recognise that few now just work 9-5 hours 

– community mini-buses to fill any gaps? 

 

Suggested limit stop routes to CGB A virtuous circle? 

• Better facilities for buses and cycling 

• More have pleasant  uninterrupted cycle 
routes 

• More reliable, frequent and cheaper buses 

• Fewer  private car trips 

• Hence more people use bus or cycle, and 
fewer drive 

• Essential trips by motor vehicle will be easier 



Transport Myths for Cambridgeshire 
(extracted from a talk I gave to a U3A group) 

• Half Term peak Hour Traffic  drops by 40% 
– Milton Road inbound 07:00-08:59 

– drop in Oct/Nov half term week was 8.1%  

 

• Most fatal cycle crashes occur in town 
– Cambridgeshire excluding P’bro: figures for sum of 

past ten years (pedestrians in brackets) 

– Urban 6 (9)    20/30/40mph limits 

– Rural 15(37)    50/60/70mph limits 

 

From: Transport Strategy for 
Cambridge & South Cambridgeshire 

Please add your own conclusion 

• Mine is that by having far better  bus, rail, and 
cycling facilities around Cambridge, we can 
drastically reduce the need for concrete and 
tarmac on the urban fringe 
 

• I’m happy to take questions 
 

• But cannot guarantee to answer them 
 

• Thank you 
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Workshop Outputs 
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Workshop Summary Diagram 
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Appendix 5 
 

Exhibition Panels 
  



 
An Integrated Transport System  

for the South of Cambridge 
including villages, parks, and routes  

in and out of the city / region 
 

 
Community Consultation Workshop 

Monday, 11 April 2016 

Welcome! 

This exhibition presents the 
results of today’s workshop 
 
where representatives from 
communities and interest groups 
in the City and to the south of 
Cambridge identified their most 
important transport concerns 
and aspirations 

The workshop and exhibition 
have been arranged by 
SmithsonHill 
 
The aim is to compile local views 
to feed into the June consultation 
on the A1307 Corridor Study by 
Cambridgeshire County Council 

Please take a look at what was 
produced by the groups today  
and give us your thoughts… 
 
 
 
 

Agree 
 
Disagree 

thoughts 
and ideas 

FEEDBACK 
FORM 

__________ 
__________ 
__________ 
__________ 
__________ 
__________ 

 

The workshop was structured as 
four discussion sessions 
 
1. Planning for the future 
2. Improving public transport 
3. Improving private transport 
4. Open discussion 

1. Planning for the future 

Participants were asked to consider: 
• The objectives and scope of  

the A1307 Corridor Study 
• Main destinations and movements 

in the area south of Cambridge 
• Local transport issues to be addressed 
• Aspirations and strategies 



This is what they said… Please add your comments  
and ideas here… 

2. Improving public transport 

Participants were asked to consider: 
• Rail links and stations 
• Bus routes and principles 
• Interchange hubs 
• Park & Ride 
• Smart technology 

This is what they said… 

Please add your comments  
and ideas here… 

3. Improving private transport 

Participants were asked to consider: 
• Walking routes 
• Cycling principles and routes 
• Bridleways 
• Road constraints and issues 
• Parking controls 
• Public realm and place-making 

This is what they said… Please add your comments  
and ideas here… 



4. Open discussion 

Participants were asked to consider: 
• Elevator pitch of blue sky thoughts 
• Future-proofing 
• Key priorities 

This is what they said… 

Please add your comments  
and ideas here… 

Next Steps 
 
The outcomes of the workshop 
and your comments will be 
compiled into a summary report 
to be shared with all participants 
 

Next Steps 
 
The summary report will be 
submitted to the County Council 
during formal consultation on 
the A1307 Corridor Study in June 
 

Thank you! 
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Feedback Session Materials & 
Outputs 

  



 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 
An Integrated Transport System  

for the South of Cambridge 
including villages, parks, and routes  

in and out of the city / region 
 

 
Feedback on 

Community Consultation Workshop 
Wednesday 25 May 2016 

A reminder of the 
workshop and exhibition 

 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

Workshop 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

The workshop was structured as 
four discussion sessions 
 
1. Planning for the future 
2. Improving public transport 
3. Improving private transport 
4. Open discussion 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

A public exhibition was held in the 
evening to share the outputs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Just because you can? 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 

 

What issues are we trying to solve? 

 

Start by assuming you know nothing to 
find the true problems 

 

Frame the problems clearly 

7  2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 

 

 

 
both for project selection and solutions 

 

Safeguard for the future (not now 
extrapolated into the future) 

8 



 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

Roles and workflows 

City Deal Board  secure money for capital projects 

 

Councillors  elected to go between Council Officers & Public 

 

District/City Council Officers  manage projects 

 

Parish Councils South Cambs residents representatives 

 

Residents Associations  City residents representatives 

 

Interest Groups  specialist knowledge 

 
9  2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

Numbers 
City Deal 

Councillors 

Officers 

Parish Councils, Residents Associations and 
Interest Groups 

10 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

Financial Control? 

City Deal 

Councillors 

Officers 

Parish Councils, 
Residents 

Associations and 
Interest Groups 

11  2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

Working together 

City Deal 

Officers 

 

Parish 
Councils, 
Residents 

Associations, 
Interest 
Groups 

Councillors 

12 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 

City Deal want to spend the money on 
successful capital projects 

Councillors want the best for their areas 

Officers want to get the job managed/ 
delivered 

Parishes, residents and interest groups 
want actions that improve their quality of 
life 

 

 

13  2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 

14 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 

15 

Cambridge News Online  10 May 2016 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

Fibonacci's Rabbits 

16 



 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

Multiple, Layered Solutions 

17 

Light Rail 

Heavy Rail 
Roads 

Cycle/Equestrian 
Pedestrian 

 

These are the corridor 
options developed for 

 

 
 

 

 

REPORT NO 70012014-003 

A1307 HAVERHILL TO 
CAMBRIDGE CORRIDOR 
DRAFT CONCEPTS REPORT 

 

PUBLIC JANUARY 2016 

Concept Short List 

Source: A1307 Haverhill to Cambridge Corridor, Draft Concepts Report, January 2016 (WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff) 

Concept Short List 

These are the key 
suggestions from the 
community  

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

Three key themes emerged: 
 
1. Ambition 
2. Behaviour 
3. Growth 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

The narrow, corridor-based 
approach is wrong, we need a 
more integrated methodology 



 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

There  
a suite of incentives is needed 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

There was a real desire to look 
at existing infrastructure first, 
making it more efficient 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

For example, safeguarding rail 
routes for possible extensions, 
which could be used in the short 
term for pedestrians, cyclists 
and equestrians 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

An integrated, evolving,  
long-term plan is needed  
to keep up with growth and  
to future-proof the area 

What are the  
next steps? 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

A summary report 
has been prepared 
  

Please review the  
draft and comment  
by 10 June 2016 
  

It will be submitted as part of the 
A1307 Corridor consultation 

Discussion 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

The top five short-term (1-5yr) 
objectives should be:  
 
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  



 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

The top five long-term (5yr+)  
objectives should be: 
 
1. 
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

The top five overall priorities 
should be: 
 
1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 35 

Anything is possible Make it 
work 
for you 

just the 
icing on 
the cake 

Keep it Simple 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

 

 2016 SmithsonHill Ltd 

What issues we are trying to solve? 

Increased traffic flow on A505 

More people using Whittlesford Parkway 

Heavy reliance on car use 

Growth of inward and outward 
commuting from Cambridge 

Growth of Haverhill on A1307 

Growth in Uttlesford to the south 

 

38 



 

An Integrated Transport System for the South of Cambridge 
Please complete the table below marking numbers 1-5 on each column covering 

 What are your top 5 short-term (1-5year) objectives? 

 What are your top 5 long-term (5year+) objectives? 

 What are your top 5 overall priorities? 

PROPOSED OPTIONS OBJECTIVES PRIORITIES 

Short-
Term 

Long-
Term 

Overall 

1. Reopen rail line to Haverhill    

2. New dual carriageway from A11 to Haverhill    

3. Dual/improve existing A1307 from A11 to Haverhill    

4. Expand existing Babraham Park & Ride    

5. New Park & Ride at A11 / Four Went Ways    

6. New Park & Ride at Whittlesford Parkway    

7. Rapid Transit Bus from Addenbrookes to Granta Park (off-highway)    

8. Rapid Transit Bus from Addenbrookes to Granta Park (A1307)    

9. Rapid Transit Bus from Addenbrookes to Babraham Park & Ride (off-highway)    

10. Rapid Transit Bus from Addenbrookes to Babraham Park & Ride (A1307)    

11. Linton Bus priority improvements     

12. Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Addenbrookes to Granta Park (A1307)    

13. Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Addenbrookes to Granta Park (dismantled railway)    

14. Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Granta Park to Haverhill (A1307)    

15. Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Granta Park to Haverhill (dismantled railway)    

16. Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Addenbrookes to Saffron Walden (along railway)    

17. Improve walking, riding and cycling provision at key junctions    

Continued…. 



 
PROPOSED OPTIONS OBJECTIVES PRIORITIES 

Short-
Term 

Long-
Term 

Overall 

18. Improve walking, riding and cycling links through Sawston and Whittlesford    

19. Improve walking, riding and cycling links through Duxford and Hinxton    

20. Improve walking, riding and cycling links under A11 – link Hinxton to Great Chesterford    

21. Tackle rat running and speeding through villages (e.g. Ickleton bypass)    

22. Make A11 / M11 junction all movements    

23. Increase capacity of A505 between M11 and A11 (dualling?)    

24. Improve A505 / A1301 roundabout (McDonalds roundabout)    

25. Cycle underpass or overpass at McDonalds roundabout    

26. New station new Wellcome Trust Genome Campus – parallel to A11    

27. Increase existing bus services and frequencies    

28. Increase existing train services and frequencies    

29. Whittlesford Parkway upgrade (e.g. step-free access, lift, cycle crossing)    

30. Integrated smart ticketing for bus, rail and BRT services    

31. Urban Traffic Control (UTC) system    

32. Cambridge metro / light-rail system    

33. New station at Addenbrookes    

34. Other (please specify)    

35. Other (please specify)    

Suggested answers: 

 

 

All comments should be returned to hello@smithsonhill.co.uk by no later Friday, 10 June 2016 in order to be included in the final version of the report. 

mailto:hello@smithsonhill.co.uk


READ OVERALL FOR THE TOTAL THESE ARE COMMENTS WRITTEN ALONGSIDE OUR EXISTING LIST OF IDEAS

PRIORITIES PRIORITIES PRIORITIES PRIORITIES

Short-Term Long-Term Overall Short-Term Long-Term Overall Short-Term Long-Term Overall Short-Term Long-Term Overall

1.       Reopen rail line to Haverhill 1 6 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 10 3

2.       New dual carriageway from A11 to Haverhill 1 1 1 1 1 3 0

3.       Dual/improve existing A1307 from A11 to Haverhill 2 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 5 4
#3 The A1307 Haverhill to the A11 is not fit for purpose. A fully dualled route should be the long term priority but in the short term local 

improvements should be identified to improve traffic flows and improve safety.

4.       Expand existing Babraham Park & Ride 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 #4 Parking to be multi-storey, too much land used already. Remove charging

5.       New Park & Ride at A11 / Four Went Ways 3 2 2 1 1 3 4 2 #5 Parking to be multi-storey, too much land used already. No point, people are still getting into their cars

6.       New Park & Ride at Whittlesford Parkway 3 4 1 1 2 1 1 1 5 6 3

Would require greater capacity on railway - and lots of space.  Also parking around station curently causes problems for residents - either 

not enough parking or too expensive or too difficult to get in or out of junction to car park. Parking to be multi-storey, too much land 

used already. No point, people are still getting into their cars

7.       Rapid Transit Bus from Addenbrookes to Granta Park (off-highway) 0 0 0

8.       Rapid Transit Bus from Addenbrookes to Granta Park (A1307) 1 1 1 1 0 2

9.       Rapid Transit Bus from Addenbrookes to Babraham Park & Ride (off-highway) 1 1 1 1 0

10.   Rapid Transit Bus from Addenbrookes to Babraham Park & Ride (A1307) 1 0 1 0

11.   Linton Bus priority improvements 2 1 1 2 1 1

12.   Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Addenbrookes to Granta Park (A1307) 1 1 1 1 1 1

13.   Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Addenbrookes to Granta Park (dismantled railway) 1 1 2 1 3 2 0

14.   Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Granta Park to Haverhill (A1307) 1 2 0 3 0

15.   Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Granta Park to Haverhill (dismantled railway) 1 2 1 2 3 1 2

16.   Segregated walking, riding and cycling link from Addenbrookes to Saffron Walden (along railway) 1 1 5 1 2 6 0

17.   Improve walking, riding and cycling provision at key junctions 4 1 3 3 2 7 1 5 #17 particularly M11 crossing for pedestrians and cyclists especially across A1307

18.       Improve walking, riding and cycling links through Sawston and Whittlesford 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 5 2 3

19.  Improve walking, riding and cycling links through Duxford and Hinxton 1 1 1 2 1 0

20.       Improve walking, riding and cycling links under A11 – link Hinxton to Great Chesterford 2 1 1 1 2 2 1

21.       Tackle rat running and speeding through villages (e.g. Ickleton bypass) 3 2 1 5 0 1 #21 would be mitigated by #22

22.       Make A11 / M11 junction all movements 3 5 3 1 2 4 5 5

23.        Increase capacity of A505 between M11 and A11 (dualling?) 2 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 5 4 6 #23 PLUS link between Royston, M11 and A11

24.       Improve A505 / A1301 roundabout (McDonalds roundabout) 5 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 9 4 2 #23 and 24 - fix the roundabout and the junctions on to it

25.       Cycle underpass or overpass at McDonalds roundabout 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 3 4

26.       New station new Wellcome Trust Genome Campus – parallel to A11 1 6 2 1 8 0

27.   Increase existing bus services and frequencies 7 2 2 2 1 1 9 3 3
#27 but only once existing services are running much closer to capacity. Too many almost empty buses running up and down Hills Road 

for most of the day. Park and ride later than 8.30

28.   Increase existing train services and frequencies 2 2 2 1 1 1 5 3 1

29.   Whittlesford Parkway upgrade (e.g. step-free access, lift, cycle crossing) 4 3 3 1 1 1 1 5 5 4

30.   Integrated smart ticketing for bus, rail and BRT services 6 1 2 3 1 1 10 1 3 #30 Currently bus is free for children but train is not making a short journey expensive for a family. Oyster

31.   Urban Traffic Control (UTC) system 2 2 2 1 4 1 2

32.   Cambridge metro / light-rail system 2 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 7 4
#32 extended in all directions to ~10 miles outside of Cambridge

similar to BART (San Francisco Bay Area) & Washington metro

33.   New station at Addenbrookes 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 6 5 3 #33 If its in a sensible location

Other (overleaf) 0 0 0
#12, 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 - nice to have and relatively inexpensive

THESE ARE NEW IDEAS IN THE 'OTHER' CATEGORY

Greater consideration should be given to encouraging flexible working / home working; impact assessment - 7 day 

NHS working, the very elderly and children

Connect Whittlesford Station with regular bus service (short term)

Public transport to be cost effective and reliable (short term)

Bypass for Trumpington (short term and overall priority)

Free shuttle bus from babraham P&R to Addenbrokes

Find a way of bringing bus fares down

Sawston Station

Cheap Fairs 'nationalise' bus services locally

Make A11/ A14 junction (Wilbraham) all movements

Schools transport co-ordinator (paid for by subs from private schools)

Creating a full interchange at junction 9 on the M11 will solve most of the problems of congestion on the A505 at the 

Duxford/Whittlesford area and eliminate many of the rat-runs to the various science parks

Upgrade railway to Cambridge and Newmarket

Need stations at Fulbourn and Six Mile Bottom

Off road links between and around the villages

New station at Spicers site near Sawston

Discussion/ Decision on how much growth and what type of growth is desired for the areas

PROPOSED OPTIONS
OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES

4pm session 6.30pm session OVERALLOnline

OBJECTIVES
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Presentation to 
Uttlesford Highways Panel 

10th June 2013

The Aim:

Cycle and Pedestrian safety

Safe and manageable access to the countryside.  

Safe and manageable movement between town and 
villages.

Pressure release valve for village and town folk such that 
all can get out into our countryside safely.  

Economic activity generation through tourism and 
linking key employment sites to Uttlesford

Is there support for it ?

Popular and democratically representative support:

 Saffron Walden Town Council voted their support

 Littlebury residents want the path

 Little Chesterford Parish Council voted their support

 Great Chesterford Parish Council voted their support

 SUSTRANS have adopted it

 The London Stanstead Cambridge Consortium “the path is a very 
useful piece of infrastructure”

In a bid to help children reconnect with nature, we asked more than 
1,700 kids to vote on their top outdoor activities and reasons why

Our findings
 Over half of the children questioned (63 per cent) chose tree 

climbing, den building and bike riding as the top three activities

 Nearly all parents (96 per cent) agreed these activities helped to 
strengthen their child’s relationship with the natural world

Over half (60 per cent) of children chose bike riding because 
they could do it with their family

50 things to do before you’re 11 ¾  

(http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk)

The Saffron Walden perspective:  

 The good folk of Saffron Walden cannot safely take families out on foot or on bikes on the roads 
leading out of the town into the surrounding villages.

 It is challenging for those in need of mobility aids or firm footing to get out into the countryside.

 A cross community range of residents would like to get out and about if they could.  

Getting out and about is always better with somewhere to go to: a picnic on a village 
green, an ice cream from a village shop, a pub lunch or a play in a village park, or to visit 
a school friend.  

This proposed corridor gives access to 5 villages before getting to Sawston and beyond.  
Its great for village economies.  It enhances the quality of life for the town residents.  Its 
great for the town economy getting in villagers in search of an ice cream / hot chocolate 
just for fun.

Saffron Walden Town Council understood this and voted to support this, 

They liked the idea of encouraging folks from Cambridge and villages into the town to 
generate more tourist income

They liked the idea of reducing congestion – THIS SHOULD BE HIGH ON THE PANELS MIND

The Village perspective:  

 We are trapped a little.  The villages are like islands.

 All village folk really have to use a car to get into town.  

 Great Chesterford, Little Chesterford and Littlebury are bounded by 
the 2 main 50mph trunk routes (London Road and the B184) which 
are dangerous to cross and very dangerous to walk or cycle along.  

 Actually you cannot walk from Little Chesterford to Littlebury.  This 
forces the school run to use cars and busses which Essex has to 
fund

 Those who need wheel chairs, walking aids, push a pram, need to 
herd kids along are very limited.
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London Road B184

Great 
Chesterford

Little 
Chesterford

Hinxton / Ickleton

Littlebury

Saffron 
Walden

Would it really make a difference  to Village and Town ?

Is there evidence that would people really use it ?

Littlebury Parish Plan : Cycling

 72% of households believed cycling to be unsafe on parish roads, with only one fifth of households 
disagreeing. 

 The outer villages (presumably with quieter roads) voted them safer than did Littlebury. 

 60% would welcome more cycle tracks whilst 20% thought current provision sufficient.

 Over half would cycle to Walden, if cycle tracks were established, [congestion buster]

 30% would link with the station, and 20% with schools and other villages. 

 Over one third would cycle for leisure.

ACTION Liaise with Parish Council, Uttlesford District Council (UDC) and Audley End Estate to 
discuss the viability of introducing more cycle paths.

(http://littleburyparishcouncil.org.uk/)

The Road and path from Little Chesterford to 
the Chesterford Research Park

The Road and path from Hinxton Research 
Park to Sawston (links to Cambridge)

The path from Sawston to Babraham Research 
Park

What has been done already by our immediate neighbours ?

Is there an economic case for this path ?

Cycling provides economic benefit in terms of improved public health, 
reduced levels of traffic congestion and greenhouse gas emissions, 
as well as reductions in expenditure on transport fuel.

On the medical benefits alone an American study (A Cost-Benefit Analysis of 
Physical Activity Using Bike/Pedestrian Trails) has shown that 

http://hpp.sagepub.com/content/6/2/174.abstract

SUSTRANS (the UK sustainable transport charity) has shown that the 
benefit to cost ratio of cycling is 20:1, compared to just 3:1 for other 
transport modes like road and rail. 

Is there an economic case ?

for every $1 spent on trails and cycle tracks led to $2.94 
in direct medical benefit.

Is there an economic case ?

Source: The Essex Transport Strategy 

Each car journey costs wear and tear on the road which 
Essex/UDC have to pay for, bikes cause a lot less cost.  
Our population is set rise significantly.  By taking cars off the 
road, Essex and UDC get a long term pay back.
These types of cost analysis have been the tipping point for 
investment in paths in Bedfordshire
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Hinxton
Sawston

Cambridge

Babraham

Great 
Chesterford

Little 
Chesterford

Littlebury Saffron 
Walden

Great Chesterford : A Key Rural Settlement  &  Saffron Walden : A Key Hub Settlement 
(Draft LDF, and Spatial Strategy)

 The intention is to protect or strengthen the role of these communities where 
there is potential to encourage people to live and work locally.

By linking employment to housing, the path will enable folks to cheaply and 
sustainably find housing connected to employment areas

 Key settlements are located on main transport networks as well as there being 
local employment opportunities. 

 Key Settlements have a role of providing services to a rural area. 
Basic shopping, GP services, primary education, pubs, community halls and hourly 
or two hourly public bus transport to towns and Stansted Airport.

It is not possible to walk or cycle safely  between the settlements. 
Town  folk and villagers are limited to Car and Bus travel, 

This path will be the network that enables all settlements to interact 
sustainably and economically by walking and cycling.  Connecting them to 
Cambridge and the local Hub Saffron Walden allowing safe and 
sustainable access to the country side  into and between these  
settlements.

Voted support for the path from both Town and Village Councils and communities
(Littlebury),  SUSTRANS, and most likely Hinxton and Chesterford Research Parks

Linking settlements along the Saffron Walden to Cambridge corridor to the South 
Cambs Research and Development units is very good economic sense

Getting Traffic off the roads is also very good economic and congestion 
management sense, particularly in town

This makes a huge attraction to scientists and entrepreneurs working and linking 
with the R&D facilities who can be attracted to live, and pay taxes in this region

Giving safe access to the countryside is giving something back to the existing and 
new communities, a real and tangible benefit for all of us.  This is a perfect 
balance to increased housing and the perception of urbanisation

In Summary

Timing is right, this is the unique time to attract funding from present and future 
development, to delay now will put us back 15 years or so.

Economies of scale with parallel running the R&D costs, landowner negotiation 
and even delivery costs with the Audley End path

If Great Chesterford truely is to be a Key Rural Settlement supplying services to 
the surrounding villages, we need to at least put in place an ability for those 
Settlements to reach Great Chesterford

State of repair and existing path provision is shocking and long overdue for a re-
vamp

It can be build in a modular basis as and when funds become available.

In Summary

We humbly request for the following:

 Approval for it to be a part of the 
Infrastructure Plan and adopted 
infrastructure schemes

 Approval for the Feasibility Study to kick off 
immediately (less than 50k, around 25k).

Without these, the path will not attract funding or 
development from SUSTRANS or other interested parties

Its the right thing to do 

Its the right time to do it

Thankyou for your time
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Supporting Schematics 

showing the cross border link 

– linking Sawston to Saffron Walden via the villages
http://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/transport/around/cycling/cycleroutesandparking/default/cambridgetosaffronwaldenmap.htm

The road from Hinxton
to Ickleton is safe and 
quiet : its on N11

Proposal: 

Path Upgrade from 
Ickleton to Great 
Chesterford Railway 
Station & link to new 
path

There is an existing 
foot path in 
disrepair along the 
road

We need the 
existing path 
between the 30MPH 
Zones repaired/ 
upgraded
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document is written as a CTC Cambridge response to the local consultation process led by 

SmithsonHill to collect local views on the priorities for a transport strategy for the A1301/A1307 

corridor.  The discussion is primarily intended to help formulate a response to the City Deal plans for 

this corridor as part of the first phase of the Cambridge City Deal.  But it is also clear that an effective 

transport strategy for this region will need to extend well beyond the limited scope and limited 

budget of the City Deal. 

I summarise the core problem as follows: 

1. The core problem, both within the City and in a wide surrounding region outside the City, is that 

there are too many private cars using the roads.  This is causing widespread congestion. 

2. One of the side effects of thiscongestion -

avoid some of the queues both within Cambridge City and on the radial roads into Cambridge. 

3. The planned growth in Cambridge and in the surrounding villages is going to make this much 

worse.  Growth in adjacent counties will also further increase the traffic volumes. 

4. The City Deal has too little money to address many of the County wide transport problems.  

Major road improvements, or major new public transport infrastructure (light rail or similar) or 

any similar high cost projects simply cannot be funded as part of the City Deal. 

 

2. CTC CAMBRIDGE CORE PRINCIPLES 

CORE PRINCIPLE 1: CYCLE PRIORITY NOT BUS PRIORITY 

I disagree with the City Deal focus on bus priority and in particular with the plans to build more bus 

lanes on the main radial roads.  Only small sections of bus lanes are proposed and this will have a 

limited effect on bus travel times.  I do not think this will achieve the needed shift in modal share.  

I argue that the City Deal should move away from this bus-lane focus and instead give top priority to 

improving cycling and walking in Cambridge City and the necklace villages.  In particular, the City 

Deal should set the highest priority as replacing the many substandard sections of cycle routes with 

high quality routes and of filling in the many gaps in the current cycle network. 

ent as explained in Annex 

A.  According to the official figures, cycling already has a much higher modal share than the busses. 

Improving the cycling infrastructure is therefore a more effective way to support the needed modal 

shift away from driving to cycling and public transport. 

The City Deal should therefore prioritise improvements to the cycle network with the aim of creating 

a fully connected network of high quality and safe cycle routes both within Cambridge City and a 

series of radial connections to the necklace villages to at least a 10 mile radius. 

Given the relatively small budget, I think it is sensible for the City Deal to focus on improving cycle 

infrastructure within Cambridge City and to the immediate necklace villages, where the worst and 

most widespread congestion occurs. 
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CORE PRINCIPLE 2:  ACTIVE DEMAND MANGEMENT IS NEEDED 

I think the City Deal must introduce some significant method of active demand management.  That 

means the introduction of a congestion charge or equivalent method of reducing motor traffic 

volumes well below their current levels. 

I think demand management should be designed to reduce peak motor traffic volumes by at least 

20% over current levels.  This level of reduction is needed to reduce the volume of private motor 

cars and commercial vehicles to the point where buses can provide a reliable service using the 

existing road network.  The demand management should be designed to reduce bus delays to the 

point where there is no requirement to build more bus lanes. 

There is no evidence that more busses and shorter journey times will (of itself) result in the 

transport modal shift that is required.  An effective transport strategy will require active deterrence 

(a big stick) as well as improved cycling and improved bus services to get people to quit their cars. 

CORE PRINCIPLE 3: MORE PARK AND RIDE SITES ARE NEEDED 

The Park and Ride (P&R) service is a key element in the transport strategy.  Increased use of P&R is 

one of the elements that must be used to offer a good alternative for people who would otherwise 

drive into the City.  More Park and Rides sites are needed to provide the needed increase in capacity 

if the volume of private motor cars is to be reduced. 

Any new Park and Ride site should be positioned further out from Cambridge, with the aim of 

reducing traffic volumes on the radial roads and the adjacent village roads.  Some of the existing 

sites could be moved further out.  This means that more and smaller sites are needed to provide 

short access routes for users and thus avoid creating a new problem of increased traffic on the 

minor roads as cars - to access a more distant P&R site. 

I see no merit in dividing the P&R sites into two distinct groups: 

think all the sites should support all options, and should also support a third 

 

This means that all the sites should have a regular bus service; all sites should be accessible via good 

cycle routes (both inward and outward) and all sites should provide plenty of secure cycle parking. 

 

3. CTC PRIORITIES FOR CYCLE ROUTES ON A1301/ A1307 CORRIDOR 

PRIORITY 1: IMPROVEMENTS TO CITY END OF RADIAL ROUTES  connect immediate 

necklace villages with high quality segregated cycle routes.  

1. Route 1: Connect Cambridge to Shelford to Stapleford to Sawston alongside the A1301. 

a. Dual sided high quality segregated cycle lanes from Trumpington to Shelford 

(alongside Shelford Rd/ Cambridge Rd).  The current cycle lanes are poor quality and 

inconsistent.  They should be replaced with a similar quality as used on Hills Road 

(i.e. segregated lanes at least 2.1m wide). 
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b. Improve cycling through Shelford and Stapleford by reducing speed limit to 20mph 

and creating mandatory on-road cycle lanes with a minimum width of 1.5m. 

c. Build new off road route alongside railway from Shelford to Sawston via the quarry 

site and linking into the existing Stapleford to Sawston cyclepath. 

d. Widen and extend the existing off-road route from Stapleford to Sawston alongside 

the A1301. 

2. Route 2: Connect Cambridge to Babraham to Abingdon alongside the A1307 

a. Primary focus is to improve the conditions for cyclists at the Addenbrookes 

roundabout and surrounding roads.  Improvements are needed to create a complete 

segregated route along Hills Road to Addenbrookessite.  Particular improvements 

are needed at the Long Rd junction and at the Addenbrookes roundabout. 

b. Improve the cycle path from Addenbrookes to the Babraham P&R 

c. Complete the route to Babraham village via Wandlebury.  If Babraham Institute 

continues to delay providing a cycle route via their site, a new route should be built 

alongside the road (there is space on the western side). 

d. Add a final link over the A11 to connect to Abingdon.  This is needed to provide an 

option for cyclists who are unable to use the footbridge route to Abingdon. 

PRIORITY 2: EXTEND CYCLE ROUTES FURTHER OUT ALONG RADIALS. 

1. Route 1: Connect Abingdon to Haverhill alongside the A1307.  The route should be a single 

side bidirectional path at least 2.5m wide and hard segregated from the road.  Where 

possible the route should be set well back from the carriageway to give some protection 

from traffic (routed behind a hedge if possible). 

a. The route alongside the A1307 is a desire line for both commuting and for leisure 

cyclists.  A path along the A1307 would provide extra route options for leisure 

cyclists (e.g. connecting Horseheath to Withersfield).  Routes alongside a busy road 

can work well if they are properly designed to keep the cyclists well away from the 

traffic. 

2. Route 2: Connect Sawston to Whittlesford station to Whittlesford (and optionally to Duxford 

museum) alongside the A505.  Single side bidirectional, segregated, 2.5m wide and set well 

back. 

a. Build a new improved cycle route alongside the A505 starting from the A1301 

roundabout and connecting into Whittlesford station and Whittlesford village. 

b. This cycle route should include a new crossing of the railway line (alongside the 

A505 or a new cycle bridge) to give full cycle access to both sides of Whittlesford 

station.  Note that I also support installation of a lift at the station, but I think a 

proper cycle route is also needed (a footbridge or lift is not suitable for large or 

heavy cycles). 

c. Provide a new signal controlled crossing at the Whittlesford/Duxford junction to 

support north-south cyclists who want to cross the A505. 

d. Ideally, but with lower priority, complete the connection to Duxford museum with 

new cycle route across the M11 and thus connect into the existing cycle route to 

Thriplow. 

3. Off-road routes 
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a. I support the ideas of a 3-campus cycle route connecting Addenbrookes, Granta Park 

and Babraham.  I understand that there is a need to offer connectionson all 3 arms 

of this triangle.  But I think this can mostly use the existing routes - specifically the 

A1307 route via Wandlebury, and the A505 route from Sawston. 

b. In general, I do not support the option of an off-road cycle route along the disused 

rail line.  This would be very expensive to rebuild the bridges, or inconvenient if the 

bridges are not replaced.  This route could (perhaps) be justified as part of a much 

bigger vision for a long distance Sustrans route, but I do not think it is cost effective 

in this present context. 

c. (For completeness) I think any off-road effort would be better focussed on the 

Roman Road and the associated bridleway which could provide an off-road cycle and 

walking route between Cambridge and Haverhill at lower cost.  Note that I am not 

proposing this as part of the City Deal  simply pointing out that the old railway line 

may not be the best option for an off-road cycling route. 

PRIORITY 3: IMPROVE CYCLE CROSSING POINTS ON A1307 and A505.  

Better crossing points are needed for these trunk roads.  Crossing these roads is increasingly 

difficult and dangerous for cyclists due to high traffic volumes and high speeds. 

1. A1307 Crossings.  Provide new signal controlled or island refuge crossings.  Changes are 

need to allow easier and safer crossing by cyclists and pedestrians.  Changes should also be 

designed to support easier exit by motorists from the associated side roads. 

a. A1307 crossing at Abingdon between High Street and Hildersham Road.  Add a 

central refuge to allow 2-stage crossing by cyclists.  Also consider further speed 

reduction measures to make vehicle exits easier. 

b. A1307 crossing at Hildersham between Pampisford Road and High Street.  Add a 

central refuge to allow 2-stage crossing by cyclists.  Also consider further speed 

reduction measures to make vehicle exits easier.  Removing the left turn lane would 

reduce vehicle speeds and reduce risks for cyclists (cyclists have been nearly hit by 

drivers using the left turn lane to undertake a right turning vehicle). 

c. A1307 crossing at Linton between Bartlow Road.  Add a central refuge to allow 2-

stage crossing by cyclists. 

2. A505 Crossings.  Provide some new signal controlled and/or an island refuge crossing.  

Changes are needed to allow easier and safer crossing by cyclists and pedestrians.  Changes 

should also be designed to support easier exit by motorists from the associated side roads. 

a. A505 crossing at Whittlesford between Duxford Road and Moorfield Road.  A 

controlled crossing, or speed reduction is needed as vehicle volumes and speeds 

make even the current two stage crossing difficult. 

b. A505 crossing at Whittlesford at the Hunts Road roundabout.  Some speed reduction 

measures are needed as vehicle volumes and speeds make even the current two 

stage crossing difficult due to the 2-lane width of the carriageway. 

c. A505 crossing at the staggered crossroads between Fowlmere and the Chrislhall 

Grange Road.  Add a central refuge to allow 2-stage crossing by cyclists. 
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ANNEX A: WHY BETTER CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE SHOULD BE A HIGHER 

PRIORITY THAN BUS LANES FOR THE CITY DEAL 

The argument for giving higher priority to cycling is evident in the modal shares as reported in the 

residents (clause 5.2.1.1): 

 The bus modal share is low (below 10%) and growing slowly 

 The cycle modal share is high (30-40%) and growing fast 

Let me assume that the City Deal has an underlying objective of moving a 10-20% modal share away 

from the private motor car towards a more sustainable mode of transport: i.e. cycling, walking or 

bus.  Let me take the lower figure of 10% and look at the relative increases that would be needed. 

 If the whole 10% modal slice is migrated to busses, it would require a bus modal share increase 

from 7% to 17% approx. This is a relative increase of 240%, and is unlikely to be achieved by bus 

lane changes that may take a few minutes off the journey times. 

 If the whole 10% modal slice is migrated to cycling, it would require a cycle modal share increase 

from 35% to 45% approx.  This is a relative increase of 28%.  I argue that this more modest 

increase would be easily achieved if the available road space is used to build higher quality 

cycling infrastructure.  

This simple analysis makes it clear that cycling improvements are more likely to provide the needed 

modal shift than bus lanes.  I therefore think the whole City Deal should give a much higher priority 

to cycle improvements.  The case for prioritising high quality cycling infrastructure has been 

 

 that 

discourages some people from cycling to work or to school.  We already have a good understanding 

of what is needed to reduce this barrier: more high quality cycle routes.  High quality means a linked 

set of changes: wider segregated cycle paths along every main route; extending and improving the 

existing cycle routes to fill in the substandard and missing sections; creating a more complete 

network of fully connected cycle routes; and improving the design of all the major road junctions to 

make them safer and less hostile for cyclists.  

Today, it feels that the City Deal plans contain too little ambition for investment in cycling.  I argue 

that the City Deal should contain much more cycling investment and should prioritise the creation of 

a city-wide network of fully connected high quality cycle routes.  The radial roads are a good place to 

start, as these will provide the spokes of this network.  But these spokes need to be built to a higher 

standard: they should be designed to support all types of cyclists and larger numbers of cyclists.   
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Mid Anglia Rail Link – MARL 

Proposal presented by:  Alan Alexander – 3 Meadowsweet Close – Haverhill – CB9 9DN;                    
on behalf of The Cambridge to Colchester Rail Project (C2CRP). 

This is being presented for ‘The Cambridge to Colchester Rail Project’ as an extension of and the 
final (eastern) section to complete the ‘East West Rail Link’. 

The East West Rail Link; is a rail project now underway to reinstate the direct through (Varsity) 
route from Oxford to Cambridge (via Bicester,  Milton Keynes – Bletchley and Bedford). 

Western Section; work was already in hand from Wolvercote (north of Oxford) to Bicester as a 
project, to allow Chiltern Railway to run trains directly from London (Marylebone) into Oxford.  The 
freight route from Bicester to Claydon and mothballed section on to Bletchley is to be upgraded and 
once reopened will give a continuous cross country electrified railway via Oxford to Bedford. 

Central Section; the route from Bedford to Cambridge has yet to be agreed.  With developments 
around Cambridge, in particular the Guided Bus and the building of the Science Park 
station/interchange at Chesterton Junction, even a completely new alignment against use of any of 
the Great Northern line from Hitchin will without doubt see the ‘East West Rail Link’ arrive in 
Cambridge from the south.  It is with this in mind I have formulated the following. 

The basis of The Cambridge to Colchester Rail Project is to promote the reinstatement of a direct rail 
connection between these major East Anglian centres, re-establish a missing link and plugging the 
rapidly growing town of Haverhill (pop 27,000 plus – 2011) together with intermediate communities 
of South Cambridgeshire and North Essex back into the national rail network. 

Eastern Section; the continuation of the ‘East West Rail Link’ is an ideal solution, slotting in as a 
nationally (and even international) strategic railway to the benefit not only of the local region but 
the country as a whole.  The benefits offered by such a railway are not just about passenger 
opportunities, but would greatly enhance the continued increasing operation of intermodal trains 
allowing traffic being taken off our roads particularly to and from the Haven Ports of Felixstowe and 
Harwich.  Establishing this brand new and purpose built rail link could virtually at a stroke remove 
the intermodal traffic currently using the busy and congested GE and North London lines.   Whilst it 
is appreciated there is already established rail routings across East Anglia via Bury St Edmunds and 
then to Peterborough via Ely, and to Cambridge via Newmarket, there remains I believe significant 
questions to be resolved if the desired increase in capacity over these lines is to be met.  Such as: 

i) Doubling of the section between Soham and Ely Dock.   
ii) The infamous Ely North Level Crossing (notwithstanding the current debacle over 

sighting of Ely Cathedral and the Southern Bypass).   
iii) Possible difficulties erecting (25kv) catenary through the Fens and Warren Hill Tunnel.   

A Brand New Purpose Built Railway: 
i) Double Tracked and Electrified (overhead 25Kv) 
ii) Built to a specification to allow the fast (90/70 mph), frequent running of all intermodal 

and freight traffic together with regular through passenger services, between the West 
Anglia Main Line (Cambridge) and Great Eastern Main Line (Colchester). 
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However in view of the probable routing constraints concerning the approach of the ‘East West Rail 
Link’ Central Section into Cambridge (as mentioned above), desired continuous ‘S’ shaped through 
routeing would be a problem if, as expected, the junction is made with the West Anglia main line at 
either the established ‘Shepreth Branch’ or in the vicinity of Addenbrooke’s.   This could be 
overcome using the Newmarket route from Coldhams Lane Junction to a new junction in the 
Fulbourn area, heading South East toward Balsham/Linton and then on to Haverhill.  Whilst this 
would give easy routing for intermodal/freight (albeit passing through Cambridge station), it is to 
detriment of far better passenger commuting options.  Within the Cambridge environs there are 
various established and developing, Science and Bio Medical Research Parks and Campuses adjacent 
to an alignment close to that of the long closed original rail route from Haverhill (and beyond) right 
through to the new build station located at Chesterton. 

Use of the old ‘Haverhill’ alignment from the ‘East West Rail Link Central Section’: 
Whilst this would give an awkward and inconvenient ‘V’ shaped operation at Cambridge, there is a 
considerable amount of open ground either side of the railway in the vicinity of Addenbrooke’s and 
Shepreth Branch Junction.   To avoid congestion and ease through running (in particular Intermodal 
traffics) within the Cambridge station area this could be possible by: 

i) Completely new (Addenbrooke’s) triangular junction;                                                 
Northern arm allowing access to/from Cambridge station. 
Southern arm avoiding Cambridge station 

ii) Shepreth Branch Junction; single line/one direction ‘Teardrop’ loop (allowing through 
trains to turn 180 degrees north to south). 

 
Projected Route Alignment: 
Taking a route at the western (Cambridge) end, initially akin to the previous alignment would open 
significant commuting possibilities not only for journeys into, but also within Cambridge, being 
adjacent to; Granta Park, Babraham Research Campus, Addenbrooke’s Hospital/Cambridge 
Biomedical Campus++ and on to the new Science Park station at Chesterton Junction via Cambridge.    
++ Parkway also serving Trumpington and South West Cambridge. 
Linton, Haverhill into North Essex towards Long Melford and Sudbury. 
The eastern end however would look toward a completely new routing alignment (from Sudbury to 
the east of the A134) and make a triangular junction with the GE Main Line east of Colchester and 
the Clacton lines junction.  This would give the advantage of removing intermodal traffic away from 
and beyond Colchester, freeing up these paths for use by the increasing volume of Inter City and 
Essex Commuter traffic heading towards London.       
 
Communities for possible stations along the project routing from Shelford through to Colchester: 
Sawston (pop. 7000)/Babraham Research Campus  -   Abington (pop. 1400)/Granta Park  -  Linton 
(pop. 4500)  -  Haverhill (pop. 27000)  -  Clare/Cavendish (pop. 2300)  -  Glemsford/Long Melford 
(pop. 7000)  -  Sudbury/Great Cornard (pop. 21000)  -  Nayland/Great Horkesley (pop. 3000). 
** Population detail taken from Wikipedia pages 
 

It is intended this should be seen as a national strategic railway development, offering many benefits 
by allowing the increasing rail born intermodal traffic to flow freely and efficiently from and to the 
Haven Ports of Felixstowe and Harwich connecting with the many UK inland distribution centres and 
container terminals. Also allowing potentially full use of the ‘East West Rail Link’ to by-pass London 
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and the already notoriously congested ‘North London Line’ by using the intended connections with 
virtually all the established radiating main lines: 

i) Bedford – Midland Main Line (East Midlands and South Yorkshire) 
ii) Bletchley – West Coast Main Line (Daventry DIRFT, West Midlands, Merseyside, 

Manchester, North West and West Scotland) 
iii) Oxford (Wolvercote Junction) – South Midlands and Cotswolds Lines (alternative routing 

towards Birmingham and the West Midlands) 
iv) Oxford towards Didcot and Reading – Great Western Main Lines (Bristol, South Wales 

the South West and Cornwall), Basingstoke and Southampton. 
(Traffic for the East Coast Main Line would without doubt be better suited to the established current 
routing by way of Bury St. Edmunds, Ely and Peterborough.) 
 
Passenger Travel Opportunities: 
The Cambridge to Colchester Rail Project believes the reinstatement of this railway offers many 
benefits and would enhance rail travel not only within the Mid Anglia area, but to and from the 
Anglia region in general.   Samples of which are offered as follows: 

i) Better, quicker, convenient travel into and within Cambridge (as already indicated 
above), and Colchester either commuting or interchange for journeys to other further 
afield railway destinations. 

ii) Possibility of a direct (substantially more convenient and quicker) through service to 
London from Sudbury  

iii) Through trains linking Colchester with Cambridge and beyond.  Currently there is not 
any form of direct public transport linking these two centres.  Journey by rail involves a 
circuitous route via Bury St. Edmunds with a change of train at Ipswich. 

 
Possible Passenger Service Pattern: 

i) Direct services from Sudbury to Colchester and London Liverpool Street. 
ii) Hourly all station service Colchester – Cambridge.  
iii) Semi-fast trains from Colchester through Cambridge for East West Rail Link destinations 

such as Bedford, Milton Keynes and Oxford.  Possibly even cross country Inter-City trains 
from Norwich to Bristol/Cardiff. 

iv) Commuter services Haverhill – Cambridge through to Chesterton Science Park and Ely. 
 
Without this projected ‘Eastern Section Continuation’ of the ‘East West Rail Link’: 
Taking current East Anglian aspirations to increase passenger frequencies and improve journey times 
both for London (GE Main Line) and Cross Country (Bury St. Edmunds and Ely/Newmarket) the 
current levels of track capacity will be stretched to their limit and possibly beyond!  Pressure for 
paths on the North London Lines can only increase as business at the Thames ‘London Gateway Port’ 
complex establishes itself, putting additional pressure on the Port of Felixstowe to maintain its 
number one status.  The full strategic potential of the ‘East West Rail Link’ will at best be difficult to 
achieve, particularly for intermodal and other freight traffics.  To reach the ‘East West Rail Link’ at 
Cambridge from Ipswich would need the use of the single Newmarket Line which currently has little 
spare capacity above the hourly Ipswich/Cambridge service.  Without a significant doubling should 
that service become half hourly then there will be absolutely no additional capacity available for any 
other traffic.  There will not be any other option than to continue to operate all this (set to increase) 
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Intermodal and other freight traffic along the currently established routes resulting in increased 
pressure upon all the recognised pinch points.  
 
Conclusion: 
This presentation promotes an extremely large and somewhat radical project, to build a brand new 
multi-million pound railway.  Not to compete with the currently enhanced Felixstowe to Nuneaton 
Freight Route, but complement it.  At the same time offer an alternative to remove as much if not 
all, non passenger traffic away from GE Main Line (south of Colchester) and the North London Lines 
as possible.  Whilst the roots of ‘The Cambridge to Colchester Rail Project’ were initially to re-
establish a local Cambridge/Haverhill rail link and then on to connect back into Sudbury/Marks Tey 
(Gainsborough Line), with the intended re-instatement of the ‘East West Rail Link’ through to 
Cambridge this should be the golden opportunity to complete the project and included the final 
missing link!  It is hoped the potential outlined will raise interest and debate from throughout; the 
Political spectrum including Local, District and County Councils, various Members of Parliament, UK 
and EU Government Departments and many other organisations such as Chambers of Commerce, 
Commercial and Industrial Enterprise in particular the Haven Ports and the Railway Industry.   
 
 
Closing Footnote 
Should this ever get over the Political Horizon, it would be hoped the Sudbury/Marks Tey 
(Gainsborough Line) connection would be retained as a suitable local commuter Light Railway or 
Tramway operation. 
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Travel hubs 
Context: Expansion of Park & Ride as part of Greater Cambridge City Deal programme 
Authors: Edward Leigh, Emma Fletcher, Jim Chisholm, Sarah Rodger 
Date:  1 June 2016 
Contact: Edward Leigh (01223 312 377 / edward@smartertransport.uk) 

This paper will be made available at www.smartertransport.uk/travel-hubs/ 

Overview 
Park & Ride is a well-established tool for coping with overwhelming demand to travel into 
the city. The current arrangement for Cambridge, developed between 1996 and 2008, 
proved the concept, but needs updating. 

Congestion during the morning peak holds up cars trying to access Park & Ride sites as well 
as buses running into the city. So Park & Ride offers no advantage over driving into the city 
in terms of journey time or reliability. 

Park & Ride is in many cases more expensive than driving into the city and parking, 
especially when free parking is available in residential streets (see our paper on On-Street 
Parking). 

But the biggest concern with the current arrangement is that Park & Ride competes with 
and undermines rural bus services. These have never been particularly convenient for 
commuters, but the shortened hours and infrequency of rural services has made them even 
less so, severely disadvantaging those without access to a car (see our paper on Buses).  

A redesign is needed to provide a service that, when compared with driving and parking in 
the city, is more reliable, cost-comparable, and not significantly slower or less convenient. It 
must also be available to people who do not have access to a car. 

Key to this is providing bus and train stations closer to homes in South Cambridgeshire. 
Longstanton Park & Ride serves as a good model for large rural centres like Cambourne, and 
Meldreth train station for smaller villages. Sites need to: 

 be accessible by car, cycle and foot; 
 be served by a frequent, direct bus service to the city from early to late; 
 have facilities appropriate to the size and location; 
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 enhance the local community through their design and use. 

What is a travel hub? 
We are using the term ‘travel hub’ to refer to a bus, tram or train station with more than the 
basic facilities of a bus stop. This might be a ‘station’, ‘transport hub’, ‘transport 
interchange’, ‘parkway’ or ‘Park & Ride’, depending on context. Local examples include 
Trumpington Park & Ride, Longstanton busway station, and Whittlesford Parkway train 
station. Their purpose is to enable easy access to public transport, whether walking, cycling, 
driving or being dropped off. 

Current Park & Ride sites 
There are currently five Park & Ride sites around the edge of Cambridge: 

Site Car park capacity Maximum occupancy* Cycle parking capacity 

Babraham Rd 1,458 627 (43%) 250 

Trumpington Rd 1,340 724 (54%) 250 

Madingley Rd 930 586 (63%) 40 

Newmarket Rd 873 393 (45%) 60 

Milton 792 285 (36%) 50 

Total 5,393 2,615 (48%) 650 

*Average daily maximum occupancy in May 2015 – Cambridge Access Study, page 92. 

Park & Ride buses serving these sites carry on average 8,700 passenger trips or 4,350 people 
per day. This is based on 3,178,637 passenger trips recorded to end of March 2016. 

According to the County Council Traffic Monitoring Report 2015, Park & Ride passenger 
journeys in 2015 were 17.6% below the 2011 peak of 3,862,927. That fall equates to an 
average of 1,860 customer journeys per day. 

Guided Busway 
There are two Park & Ride sites on the Guided Busway: 

Site Car park capacity Cycle park capacity 

St Ives 1,000 50 

Longstanton 350 50 
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Most of the other stops have between 20 and 60 sheltered, CCTV-monitored spaces for 
cycles, but no car parking or waiting spaces. 

Railway 
All train stations are travel hubs, though with varying levels of accessibility and capacity for 
parking cars and bikes. 

Site Car park capacity Cycle park capacity 

Cambridge 386 2,850 

Ely 152 216 

Waterbeach 40 12 

Newmarket 12 11 

Dullingham 10 6 

Audley End 664 86 

Great Chesterford 0 16 

Whittlesford Parkway 383 28 

Shelford 0 6 

Royston 341 178 

Meldreth 46 12 

Shepreth 11 9 

Foxton 0 8 

How Park & Ride compares with parking in the city 
The Park & Ride sites around the edge of the city have been largely successful, but are not 
meeting their full potential for reducing traffic into the city. This can be attributed to a 
number of factors: 

Journey time and reliability 
Cars accessing Park & Ride sites are held up in the same congestion as everyone else. Park & 
Ride buses also gain little or no advantage over other traffic entering the city, even where 
there are bus lanes (e.g. on Milton and Newmarket Roads). 

When the service is operating at a 20 minute frequency (typical outside of peak hours), the 
average wait time is 10 minutes each way. But a traveller unfamiliar with the timetable or 
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unable to determine their time of travel would have to allow 20 minutes each way, 
potentially adding 40 minutes to their trip. 

If approaching Cambridge on a road that does not have a Park & Ride site (e.g. the A14-
Huntingdon Road, Histon Road or Barton Road), detouring to/from the nearest Park & Ride 
(e.g. Milton or Trumpington Road) adds significantly to the journey time during peak hours. 

Add in the delay involved in finding a parking space and buying a ticket, and it is clear that 
Park & Ride is typically, and often much, slower than driving, and offers no better reliability. 

If a trip involves a change of bus in the city centre, that generally adds significantly to 
journey time and uncertainty (and, for occasional return trips, cost). 

Cost 
The cost to use Park & Ride is (in May 2016) £1 per car plus £2.70 return per adult (plus up 
to three children). If a journey involves taking a second bus to reach the final destination, all 
passengers over the age of five require a Dayrider ticket costing £4.10. 

This compares with the options to drive into the city and: 

 Park for free while shopping at a retail park (e.g. along Newmarket Road, the Beehive 
Centre off Coldhams Lane, Waitrose on Trumpington Road, or Aldi/Iceland on Histon 
Road). 

 Park for free at one’s place of work. 
 Park for free in a residential street (see our paper on On-Street Parking). 
 Park in a city car park, costing from £0.80 to £3 per hour (or considerably more if staying 

more than four hours). 
 Park at a pay-and-display bay, costing from £1 to £3 per hour (with a maximum stay of 2 

or 4 hours) or free after 5pm or 6.30pm. 
 Park on private property booked through JustPark or a similar broker for £5 to 

£12.50/day. 

Clearly Park & Ride cannot compete with free parking, but even paid parking can work out 
cheaper for short or family trips into the city. One person parking for two hours in a city 
centre pay-and-display bay pays £2, instead of £3.70 to use Park & Ride. A family of four 
parking at the Queen Anne Terrace car park for four hours pays £5, instead of £6.40 to use 
Park & Ride. 

Park & Ride is more competitive for commuters and holders of concessionary bus passes, 
but not if the alternative is to park for free in the city. 
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The hidden costs of Park & Ride 
Research (e.g. Atkins Report (1998) and Stuart Meek’s PhD thesis (2010)) has shown that 
Park & Ride sites increase traffic and congestion on the approach roads (see also this video 
of Surprising Things You Never Knew About Transport). This is due to three factors: 

1. Some city approach roads (such as the A14-Huntingdon Road, Histon Road, Barton Road) 
do not have their own Park & Ride site, so traffic must detour to another approach road 
(e.g. Milton or Trumpington Road). 

2. The nearest Park & Ride site may not be served by the most convenient or direct bus or 
train service, so traffic detours to a more convenient site (e.g. Trumpington Road or 
Babraham Road to reach Addenbrooke’s). 

3. A significant portion of Park & Ride users would use public transport from closer to home 
if the Park & Ride site didn’t exist. 

The third point is the least obvious but most concerning. The opening of a new Park & Ride 
site is invariably followed by a significant fall in demand for rural bus services. This 
phenomenon is known technically as ‘abstraction’ (meaning ‘drawing [people] away’). The 
abstraction rate from bus services for Cambridge Park & Ride sites is about 13% (at Milton 
P&R, another 9% of users previously caught the train from Waterbeach). 

Abstraction can make regular bus services unviable: without sufficient subsidy (which is 
unlikely to be forthcoming from cash-starved local authorities), the operator is likely to 
reduce the service frequency or hours, or withdraw the service completely. Any reduction in 
rural bus service provision makes the city less accessible for people who do not own a car. In 
England, 40% of the poorest quintile (whose income is in the bottom 20% of the population) 
do not own a car (2014 National Travel Survey statistics NTS0704). No access to the city 
means no access to employment in the city, reinforcing poverty, something that no public 
policy should do. 

The way to address this is to develop a network of rural travel hubs, accessible by foot and 
cycle, and served by local (‘feeder’) bus services and community transport. 

How should travel hubs work? 
The best model for travel hubs comes from the railway: stations are located in or close to 
population centres and served by regular services along direct routes into a city. This 
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contrasts with the traditional model for bus services, where routes are designed to pass as 
many homes as possible (discussed in our paper on buses). 

If a travel hub is served by a train or bus service that is frequent, fast and runs from early to 
late, it provides local people with an attractive alternative to driving. This begins a virtuous 
circle of greater patronage, leading to a more frequent service running for more hours of 
the day, making it more attractive to more people. This pattern is seen in the steady growth 
in ridership on the railways and Cambridgeshire Guided Busway since it opened in 2011. The 
newest Park & Ride sites, at St Ives and Longstanton, are heavily used; and cycle parking is 
often full to capacity at all train and Busway stations. 

What makes a travel hub attractive? 
A travel hub needs: 

 A convenient and accessible location: we cover three categories: rural travel hubs, city 
Park & Ride sites, and express stops. 

 Appropriate facilities to create a safe, convenient, comfortable and attractive site. 
 Frequent public transport services (covered in our paper on Buses). 
 Clear and comprehensive travel information (covered in our paper on Buses). 

Choosing the right locations 
There are two categories of user that travel hubs need to cater for: 
1. Residents within the ‘gravitational field’ of Cambridge, i.e. South Cambridgeshire and 

parts of East Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, Essex and Hertfordshire. They are best served by 
travel hubs close to where people live, modelled on village train stations or, for large 
rural centres, Longstanton busway station. 

2. Visitors from further afield. They are best served by city Park & Ride sites close to the 
A14 and M11. 

Rural travel hubs 
Key to public transport being attractive is having stops or stations that are easy and quick to 
reach from home. To minimise environmental impact and to promote active travel, it is 
important to choose sites that are within a convenient walking or cycling distance of as 
many homes as possible. That means travel hubs should be within 15 minutes’ walk (1–
1.5km) and 15 minutes’ cycle (4km) of as many homes as possible, with safe, well-connected 
foot- and cycle paths. That minimises the amount of car parking required. A set-down/pick-
up area is essential and, for larger sites, a taxi rank. 
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Also key to public transport being attractive is that journey times are comparable with 
driving. That is already the case for train services, but bus services also need to operate 
along direct routes with limited stops. That means that travel hubs need to be located close 
to the main radial routes into the city (such as the A14, M11, A428, A10, A1307 and A1309), 
so that buses do not need to make long detours from the most direct route. This contrasts 
with typical bus routes, which involve long detours through minor roads and housing 
estates. (See our paper on Buses for more detail on how services could be reorganised into 
express, local, feeder, city and community services.) 

The case for rural travel hubs is reinforced by the caveats mentioned earlier about large 
Park & Ride sites concentrating traffic at peak times, leading to localised congestion, and 
undermining local bus services. It is therefore better to distribute the load on the road 
network by providing more, smaller travel hubs, with the aim of intercepting people closer 
to home. 

It is essential that a travel hub is designed into all future new settlements to provide 
accessible and convenient public transport to residents from the day they move in. 

Proposed travel hub sites are listed at the end of this paper. 

City Park & Ride sites 
The current Park & Ride sites are all located close to the edge of the city, but the County 
Council recognises that their locations are not ideal. Traffic heading for a Park & Ride 
competes with traffic heading for the city centre (including buses) on what are mostly 
single-carriageway roads. By locating city Park & Ride sites adjacent to junctions on the A14, 
M11 and A11, congestion can be reduced and Inbound Flow Control can be employed to 
prioritise buses into the city. 

If South Cambridgeshire residents were well-served by rural travel hubs, then the purpose 
of city Park & Ride sites will change: they will primarily serve people arriving from further 
afield (e.g. tourists, conference delegates, people visiting family and friends). Therefore 
there may be a need for just three city Park & Ride sites, serving the main arterial routes to 
the city from the A14 east, A14 north-west and M11 south. 

Ideally these sites should be served by new rail-based shuttle services, for instance as 
proposed by Cambridge Connect, to cope with future peak demand and the annual five 
million tourists. Rail offers true mass transit capability: a medium-capacity rail transit system 
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can carry 6–20,000 people per hour; it can be driverless (the Docklands Light Railway has 
been driverless since it opened in 1987); and it offers the greatest safety in tunnels. 

Even if the business case is not yet strong enough and/or the available resources 
inadequate, it is imperative that this is planned for now, with land explicitly reserved in the 
City and South Cambridgeshire Local Plans, and new Park & Ride sites located to fit with the 
long-term plan. 

Should city Park & Ride sites be further out? 
There is an argument for attempting to capture everyone further out from Cambridge, and 
hence reduce the traffic volume on the A14, M11 and A428. However, there are a number 
of reasons why this may not work: 

 People unfamiliar with the city’s Park & Ride service generally aim to park in the city, and 
will ignore signs to remote sites (as they ignore the sign on the A14 to Longstanton Park 
& Ride). 

 It is almost impossible to provide sufficient information to people travelling at 60–70mph 
for them to make a decision to use Park & Ride over parking in the city: 
– comparative journey times and costs; 
– hours of operation, frequency and destinations served by Park & Ride buses; 
– facilities available at Park & Ride sites (e.g. toilets). 

 The further a Park & Ride site is from the city centre, the greater the number of buses 
(and drivers) needed to provide the same frequency of service, making it more expensive 
to operate. (This argument does not apply to rural travel hubs because they are served 
by reorganised rural bus services, whereas city Park & Ride requires, at least at peak 
times, dedicated shuttle buses.) 

What should happen to existing Park & Ride sites? 
Of the existing Park & Ride sites, we believe only Trumpington should be retained. The 
others will become redundant as new rural travel hubs are built (see above): 

Babraham Rd 
This will become redundant when Addenbrooke’s train station and new travel hubs further 
out on the A1307 are built. Its retirement will reduce congestion on the A1307. 

Trumpington Rd 
Retain for long-distance traffic arriving on the M11. The Guided Busway link to the central 
train station will need to be upgraded to become a mass transit system (either light rail or 
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driverless buses) serving tourists arriving by coach and other visitors. An underground 
section from the central train station to the city centre could obviate the need for most 
tourist buses to enter the city (see Cambridge Connect proposals). 

Madingley Rd 
This will become redundant when a Park & Ride site is built at the Girton Interchange, 
serving traffic arriving on the A14, A428 (and possibly also the M11). 

Newmarket Rd 
This will be replaced by a Park & Ride site between the A14 Junction 35 (Stow-cum-Quy) and 
Airport Way roundabout. 

Milton 
This will become redundant as travel hubs are built along the A10, and Waterbeach train 
station is enlarged. 

Express Stops 
Travel hubs are intended to attract people by all modes of transport. By contrast, 
intermediate stops on express routes would serve local people and businesses. Express 
stops need to have some of the characteristics of travel hubs, such as safe local connections 
on foot and cycle, secure cycle parking, real-time passenger information, a set-down/pick-
up area, and at least a good shelter. There may be a small amount of parking provided, 
except at sites in or close to the city (which would fill with Cambridge commuters and 
therefore provide little benefit to local people). 

Some example express stops are listed at the end of this paper. 

Park-and-cycle 
Park-and-cycle can be an attractive and healthy travel option, but only if the onward journey 
by bike is a comfortable distance. This may be the reason for the lack of success of the 
University park-and-cycle site on Madingley Road. 

Babraham and Trumpington sites are popular for park-and-cycle, in large part because of 
their proximity to Addenbrooke’s and the central train station. It may be that the Milton site 
becomes more popular when Cambridge North station opens, but this is likely to be 
temporary: an enlarged train station and new bus station at Waterbeach will render the 
Milton site largely redundant. 
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The key to encouraging visitors and commuters to cycle in the city will be to provide secure 
cycle parking and hire points at popular locations, such as at Cambridge train stations, 
Trumpington Park & Ride, and locations around the inner ring road, providing quick transfer 
from train or bus to cycle. 

Design 
Given that travel hubs will generally be built on greenfield sites, high-quality architecture, 
sensitive landscaping and effective drainage will be essential to minimising the 
environmental and aesthetic impact. 

Moving around a travel hub needs to be safe and easy, which means having good lighting 
and clear, consistent signage. 

Direct, safe, segregated foot- and cycleways should connect the travel hub with as many 
residential areas, and education, retail, health and leisure amenities as possible. 

For cars, there should be a single, clear route through the site (as there is typically in multi-
storey car parks), minimising conflicts between cars seeking spaces, and between cars 
arriving and leaving. This also ensures that spaces are mostly filled on a first-come, first-
served basis, reducing stress for drivers. 

Cycle parking should be close to the main waiting area, to minimise ‘fly-parking’ of bikes and 
to make cycling to the site more attractive than driving. 

Facilities 
Depending on the volume of travellers, travel hub facilities may include: 

 Train or tram platform(s) 
 Bus stop(s) 
 Taxi rank 
 Car set-down/pick-up area 
 Car parking 
 Toilets 
 Baby changing facilities 
 Secure cycle parking 
 Waiting room with sufficient seating and heating in winter 
 CCTV covering main waiting areas and cycle parking 
 Refreshments kiosk* 
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 Small shop* 
 Parcel collection point* 
 Tourist information point* 
 Free wireless Internet access 
 Attendant 

*These provide a commercial opportunity for local businesses, rental income for the council, 
and a staff presence that will deter petty criminality (see Covering the costs below).  

Community asset 
Seen as a new outdoor community space, rural travel hubs could provide benefits far 
beyond facilitating access to public transport. Their location would make them ideally suited 
for temporary and mobile community services such as: 

 public library 
 police contact centre 
 local authority exhibitions (e.g. of local plans and developments) 
 health screening 
 Citizen’s Advice Bureau 
 farmers’ and craft markets 

Bike hire facilities at some travel hubs and good connections to local footpaths and 
bridleways would give local and city residents car-free access to villages, country parks and 
other countryside attractions, such as Wicken Fen. Making rural Cambridgeshire more 
accessible in this way will boost the rural economy and encourage a more active lifestyle. 

Covering the costs 
New travel hubs will incur some ongoing costs for councils. Lighting, monitoring CCTV, 
cleaning waiting rooms and toilets, repairing damage, and cyclical maintenance is likely to 
amount to £25-100k per year, depending on size. (This figure is based on existing city sites 
costing roughly £200k per year, which includes two full-time staff.) This cost may be covered 
by income from: 

 a charge for car parking; 
 a charge to use extra-secure bike lockers; 
 ground rent from any retail (e.g. shop, kiosk or market stalls) or service providers (e.g. 

bike rental, parcel collection) on site; 
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 departure fees for buses; 
 licence fees for taxis to use the rank; 
 a charge to access toilet stalls (though this would serve to deter abuse and vandalism 

rather than raise income). 

Any need felt to have a full-time caretaker on site is best addressed by having retail and/or 
service providers on site: their staff will provide informal surveillance, a contact point and 
assistance when needed. Since the most common call for assistance is with buying parking 
and bus tickets, it would make sense for any retail outlet to sell these over the counter (in 
addition to self-service machines). 
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Proposed travel hub locations 

 
Figure 1: Map showing existing and proposed train and bus stations, train lines and express bus routes 
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Travel hubs are divided roughly into two sizes: 

 Large (L) sites would have a full complement of amenities and a large car park. 
 Small (S) sites would have fewer amenities and a small car park. 

North 

Location Key features Size Requirements Also serves 

St Ives Busway, 
bus station 

L Upgrade waiting room Hemingford Abbots, 
Hemingford Grey, 
Needingworth 

Longstanton Busway, 
bus station 

L Already a good model 
for other sites 

Willingham, Over 

Cottenham Secondary 
school 

S Bus station  

Waterbeach 
New Town 

A10 S Bus station Landbeach 

Waterbeach Railway, A10 S Enlarge/move train 
station north 

Landbeach 

East 

Location Key features Size Requirements Also serves 

Soham Railway S Train station Landbeach 

Burwell Wicken Fen S Cycle/footway to 
Wicken Fen 

Upware, Reach, Exning, 
Fordham 

A14 Jn 35 A14 L Bus station A14 from east, 
Stow-cum-Quy 

Newmarket Railway, A14 S Upgrade train station  

Dullingham Railway S  Stetchworth, 
Woodditton, Burrough 
Green 

Six Mile Bottom Railway, A11 S Train station Westley Bottom, West 
Wratting, Balsham, Great 
Wilbraham, Little 
Wilbraham 

Fulbourn 
Hospital 

Railway S Train station Cherry Hinton, 
Teversham 
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South 

Location Key features Size Requirements Also serves 

Linton Secondary 
school 

S Bus or train station Balsham, Hadstock, 
Bartlow 

Babraham A11 S Bus station Babraham Institute 

Whittlesford 
Parkway 

Railway, A505 L Upgraded train station 
and enlarged car park 

Duxford, Sawston, 
Pampisford 

Foxton Railway, A10 S Large car park Barrington, Fowlmere, 
Thriplow, A10 (south) 

Harston Railway, A10 S Train station Hauxton, Newton, 
Haslingfield 

Trumpington Existing P&R, 
Busway, M11, 
A10 

L Plan for light rail link to 
central station and city 
centre 

M11 (south), Grantchester 

West 

Location Key features Size Requirements Also serves 

Comberton Secondary 
school 

S Bus station Barton, Toft, Haslingfield, 
Harlton, Toft, Little 
Eversden, Great Eversden  

Cambourne Secondary 
school, A428 

L Bus station Caxton, Elsworth 

Fenstanton A14 S Bus station Hemingford Abbots, Hilton, 
Conington, Fen Drayton, 
Fen Drayton lakes 

Girton 
Interchange 

A14, A428, M11 L Bus station A14 (north-west), A428 
(west), Madingley 
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Express Stops 
A few of the more significant express stops (which are not marked on the map above) would 
include: 

North 

Location Key features Requirements Also serves 

Swavesey Busway, 
secondary school 

Larger car park Over 

Northstowe New development, 
busway 

  

Oakington Busway Car park Girton, Cottenham 

Girton  Route some Guided 
Busway services via 
Girton and Huntingdon 
Rd. 

Oakington 

Histon & 
Impington 

Busway, 
secondary school 

Set-down/pick-up areas 
& cycle parking at 
busway stop and close 
to Junior School 

 

Milton Milton Country Park   

Cambridge 
Science Park 

Business parks Local shuttle service St John’s Innovation Park, 
Cambridge Business Park 

East 

Location Key features Requirements Also serves 

Lode Anglesey Abbey   

Bottisham Secondary school   

Fulbourn   Great Wilbraham, Little 
Wilbraham 

Newmarket 
Road 

Existing P&R  Fen Ditton, Horningsea, 
Teversham 

South 

Location Key features Requirements Also serves 

Great Shelford Railway More cycle parking, set-
down/pick-up area 

Little Shelford, Stapleford, 
Sawston 
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Location Key features Requirements Also serves 

Biomedical 
Campus 

Busway, bus station Upgraded bus station, 
local shuttle service 

Long Road Sixth Form 
College 

Granta Park Science park  Great Abington, Little 
Abington, Hildersham 

Hinxton Wellcome Trust 
Sanger Institute 

 Ickleton, Great Chesterford 

Sawston Secondary School  Pampisford 

West 

Location Key features Requirements Also serves 

Papworth 
Everard 

  Hilton 

Bourn Airfield Development 
proposed in Local 
Plan 

 Bourn, Knapwell, Boxworth, 
Highfields Caledcote 

Hardwick   Highfields Caledcote, Toft 

Fenstanton   Hemingford Abbots, Hilton, 
Conington, Fen Drayton, Fen 
Drayton lakes 

Bar Hill   Dry Drayton 
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About Smarter Cambridge Transport 
Smarter Cambridge Transport is developing and promoting a modern vision for integrated 
and sustainable transport for Cambridge, south Cambridgeshire and beyond to: 

 Give people more travel options. 
 Make journey times predictable. 
 Enable buses to run faster. 
 Make multi-modal* journeys easier. 
 Make paying for transport and parking simpler. 
 Make cycling and walking safer and more enjoyable. 
 Design transport infrastructure for people not vehicles. 
 Protect and enhance the natural and built environment. 
 Promote social cohesion and inclusion. 

Smarter Cambridge Transport is an unincorporated association of local residents, all 
volunteers. The organisation has no affiliation or allegiance to any political party, business 
or other organisation. Every policy and proposal is the product of open-minded research 
and consultation, and subject to continual revision and refinement as new evidence 
emerges. 

*Multi-modal: involving more than one mode of transport to complete the journey, e.g. catching one bus 
after another, or cycling to catch a bus, or taking a train then renting a bicycle. Most trips into London 
are multi-modal; indeed all trips are multi-modal if you include walking! 
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Introduction to Railfuture 
and Railfuture East Anglia1

Railfuture

UK's leading independent organisation campaigning 
for better rail services for passengers and freight

20,000 affiliated and individual members

Branch members and 300 local rail user groups 
campaign to get stations and lines reopened, and 
services and facilities improved, for the benefit of 
the community, economy and environment

Railfuture East Anglia
Covers Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, North 
Essex, North Hertfordshire and East Bedfordshire

230 members, 4 public meetings a year, Quarterly 
magazine RailEast

Branch activities
Responding to consultations
Aspirations for the future rail network
Public campaigning; information, education, inspiration
Influencing refranchising
Original research and analysis

www.railfuture.org.uk/East+Anglia

@RailfutureEA

Wisbech Rail Reopening Campaign

Aim: Reopen 7 miles of railway from March to 
Wisbech to link 35,000 people to jobs and the 
National Rail network 

Gather positive public support 

Demonstrate the strength of local feeling 

Change 

Support the democratic process

Inform councillors and officials of possibilities



2011 Census data:
need for 

a good local rail service

2

Information gathered and 
published

In your main job, what is the 
address of your workplace?

How do you usually travel to 
work (for the longest part by 
distance of your journey to 
work)?

Data published down to 
groups of several thousand 
people (e.g. 13 areas 
covering Cambridge)

Analysed by Railfuture East 
Anglia

Commuting into Cambridge

84903 people commute to 
a workplace in Cambridge
33704 of these live in 
Cambridge

Commuting to Cambridge by 
Public Transport
Rail: Ely dominates followed by 
Royston

Bus: Haverhill dominates for 
longer journeys 

Commuting from Cambridge by 
Rail

Commuting from Cambridge by rail 
is dominated by London

Commuting from Cambridgeshire 
Market Towns

Maps shows commuting by 
all modes of transport from:
Wisbech
March
Newmarket
Royston



Commuting from Cambridgeshire 
Market Towns to Cambridge
Towns of similar size and similar distance from Cambridge
Large differences in the level of rail use for commuting
Ely has the best service frequency, and the highest level of rail commuting
Newmarket has a poor service frequency with low level of rail commuting

Commuting from Littleport, Downham
Market and March to Cambridge  
March has the lowest level of rail commuting
March is twice the size of Littleport and Downham Market, but has a 
significantly worse service in terms of frequency and late evening services

Cambridge City Deal 
proposals and underlying 
objectives

3

Cambridge City Deal

15 year programme including transport 
infrastructure

Potentially £1bn to be invested over 15 years

1st tranch up to £200m over 5 years (until 2020)
£100m with £100 of matched funding

2nd tranch from 2020 onwards

Map of transport infrastructure proposed by the Cambridge City Deal, 
and major employment sites

Map of transport infrastructure proposed by the Cambridge City Deal 
(excluding cycle projects)



Current City Deal proposals

What is wrong with the current proposals?

Why not simply prioritise public transport to mimic the main 
commuter patterns?

No, because it may be expensive, contentious or ineffective to build 
infrastructure across such routes
No, because a relatively small reduction in traffic through bottleneck 
junctions can significantly reduce congestion. No need for this 
reduction to come from a main commuter pattern

Current proposals involve bus priority schemes to mimic travel 
patterns including East Cambridge Orbital and Newmarket 
Road/Waterbeach links

Expensive infrastructure, potentially ineffective due to congestion at 
junctions, and contentious where new land required

Instead, target journeys, particularly rail, where infrastructure is 
cost effective, relatively uncontentious and congestion free

Rail to the rescue

Rail provides high capacity, high quality, congestion free transport

Station reopenings in conjunction with cycling, walking and shuttle 
buses can reach all main areas of employment in Cambridge

Multi-mode journey can provide a healthy balance; choice of a 40 
minute bus journey or 15 minute rail journey and 15 minute walk?

Currently 50% of people complete their journeys from Cambridge 
station by walking, so combining rail and walking works

Rail can (with line and station reopenings) bring people into Cambridge 
from most of the market towns and major transport corridors; Royston, 
Saffron Walden, Haverhill, Newmarket, Soham, Bury St Edmunds, Ely, 
March, Wisbech, St Neots

Multiple stations in Cambridge: Addenbrooke's, Cambrdge, Cambridge 
North (Science Park), Cherry Hinton and Fulbourn, with guided busway 
linking Cambridge North to North and North West Cambridge, and 
Trumpington

Focus on Multi-Mode travel

Cycle parking and cycle routes

Pedestrian routes and step free access

Multimode ticketing; a Cambridgeshire Smartcard

Flexible choice of transport - out by rail, back by bus, mix travel between 
different bus operators, effortlessly pay for park and ride, cost effective 
part time commuting

Let a passenger plan a journey without having to worry about the 
artificial constraints imposed by single operator fares

High quality information; maps, reliable real-time information

Consistent quality across the network at bus stops and stations; 
minimum standards met everywhere

The City Deal should aim for Cambridgeshire to have an exemplary 
multi-mode transport network

Multi-Mode: Areas within a 20 minute walk from a railway station

Multi-Mode: Areas within a 15 minute walk from a railway station

A tour of the rail network 
and projects deliverable in 
the short to medium term
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March and Wisbech via Ely

Current
An hourly service. Short trains overcrowded in the peaks
Operated as a long distance service so unsuitable for needs of 
local Cambridge passengers
Last train from Cambridge to March at 21:01
No service from March to Wisbech (line mothballed)

Planned or easy improvements
Provide trains from Cambridge to March until 23:00

Medium term
Manea Park and Ride for Chatteris. Larger car park at March
Reopen the line to Wisbech with a half hourly service linking 
Wisbech, March and Manea with the Cambridge area

Wisbech rail reopening proposal

Kings Lynn via Ely

Current
Hourly service from Kings Lynn to Cambridge

Planned or easy improvements
Kings Lynn to Cambridge will increase to half hourly all 
day from 2016

Medium term
Larger car parks

Longer platforms to enable 8 car trains to run

Norwich via Ely

Current
Hourly service from Norwich to Cambridge

Planned or easy improvements
Increase frequency from Norwich to Cambridge to half 
hourly

Medium term
Electrification and longer trains

Large car parks at designated stations and develop these 
as Park and Ride 

Newmarket

Current
Hourly service of short trains. Poor station facilities and parking at 
Newmarket station

Planned or easy improvements
The line will be doubled from Ely through Soham in 2018
Reopen Soham station (the line doubling makes provision for this)
Ensure adequate car parking

Medium term
Reinstate the chord near Newmarket for direct trains from Soham
to Newmarket and Cambridge
Double track from Cambridge to Newmaket and electrify all the 
lines in the Peterborough, Ely, Cambridge, Ipswich corridor
2 or 3 trains an hour from Cambridge to Newmarket
Ensure adequate Park and Ride facilities at Newmarket and Kennett

Newmarket Station

Platform in use

Platform and 
station building 
out of use



Double track to Newmarket Station

To Cambridge To Ely and Ipswich

Newmarket West Curve

Audley End

Current
3 trains per hour

Planned or easy improvements
Ensure the trains are timetabled to be evenly spaced

Increase frequency at Audley End to 4 trains per hour, 2 
to Stansted and 2 to London

Royston

Current
Half hourly service from Royston to Cambridge
All trains serve Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton during the 
peak, but only served hourly during the daytime

Planned or easy improvements
Thameslink from 2018 with 4 trains an hour from Royston to 
Cambridge, 2 being extended to Cambridge North
Ensure that 2 trains and hour serve Meldreth, Shepreth and 
Foxton all day

Medium term
Adequate Park and Ride parking at designated stations for 
Cambridge flow
Plan for all trains to serve Cambridge North station

Cambridge stations

Planned or easy improvements
Cambridge North station due to open in 2016

Cambridge station; provide pedestrian entrance from 
east side from Leisure Park area via footbridge

Medium term
Open station at concurrently with East 
West Rail

Reopen stations at Cherry Hinton and Fulbourn

Open a new station at Coldhams Lane if needed to 
support local housing developments

Why Cherry Hinton and Fulbourn?

Cherry Hinton
Within 5 mins of Cambridge station by train

Centre of densely populated area

Within 10 mins walk of ARM Holdings and other 
companies totalling 3000 employees

Envisage only cycle parking. No car parking. Walking 
main mode

Fulbourn
Not original site

Nearer to Teversham Drift close to redevelopments 
around former medical sites



Rail projects deliverable in 
the medium to longer term5

East West Rail via St Neots

Current
No service or existing railway

Medium term
Fast direct train could be provided by East West Rail

Possible intermediate stations at Cambridge or A1198 
parkway depending on the route selected

East West Rail proposal Links to East West rail in Cambridgeshire

Haverhill

Current
No service. Line closed in the 1960s

Reopening campaign and petition 
www.railfuture.org.uk/East+Anglia+Haverhill

Medium term
Reinstate the line from Haverhill with a direct half hourly 
service to Cambridge

Haverhill rail reopening proposal



Felixstowe to Midlands freight, 
and East Anglia Electification

Major freight route from Felixstowe to the Midlands 
allowing containers to bypass the A14

Felixstowe branch needs doubling to allow more trains 
to operate

Line through Soham to be doubled
including provision for a reopened station at Soham

Electrification
Benefits freight and allows the transformation of passenger 
services
Initially Ipswich to Peterborough and Cambridge including 
branch to Wisbech
Followed by Ely to Norwich

Making rail travel more 
attractive for local 
commuting

7

Attracting passengers

Step free access

Parking at the right price

Interchange and connections with bus services

Cycle parking and cycles routes focussing on the 
station

Cycle hire

Welcoming station environment

Multi-mode ticketing

Stations as a community hub

End goal of a fully flexible 
multi-mode passenger 
transport network

8

Rail enhancements for Cambridge

Cambridgeshire future railway network



Rail Network shown the Cambridgeshire County Council Local Transport Plan

Light Rail? Let's start planning for the future

Light Rail for Cambridge
The city will continue to grow

Pressure will be become acute on the city centre 
Tourism, Leisure, Retail and Work places 
Light Rail will support all these in a sustainable way, in a quality way.

World Heritage Centre
University College Buildings unique; cannot be physically disturbed 
Vehicles including buses are becoming part of the problem
A vibrant busy living place

City Edge Growth Settlements
North West Cambridge, West Cambridge, Wing etc
Can be connected to City Centre within 10 minutes 

City Centre station
Drummer Street area

Connecting Transport Hubs
Madingley Road Park and Ride
Bus station
Cambridge railway station (giving connections to many other local and national 
destinations)
Newmarket Road Park and Ride

Light Rail for Cambridge
Map shows indicative route only

Surface line from Darwin Green through North West Cambridge to Cambridge 
University West Site
Tunnel from starting near Cambridge University West Site to a station in the 
Drummer Street area then to Cambridge station with tunnel continuing to a 
Newmarket Road portal near the Cambridge United football ground.
Surface route continuing along the former Burwell railway route to Park and 
Ride and housing developments e.g. Wing
Note: Should not street run for the most part. Tunnelling should avoid going 
under historic buildings

Potential for extension:
Alongside A428 to Cambourne and new A428 Park and Ride
Along Busway to Northstowe, St Ives, Addenbrookes / Trumpington. Converting 
the busway to Light Rail will double capacity

Cost:
Current cost of UK Light Rail schemes approx £30m per mile. Less if no street 
running as moving services very expensive
Tunnelling will be more expensive but essential for the city centre section
Plan now for future route and safeguard it

Cambridge current transport network Cambridge future transport network



Further Reading

Railfuture East Anglia Cambridge City Deal

www.railfuture.org.uk/East+Anglia+Cambridge+City+Deal
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